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ABSTRACT

On December 6, 1989, 14 women were mrudered by a gunman at L'École Polytech-

nique at the Université de Montréal in Montréal, Canada. This study establishes thar a

"crime" discourse (which defined the gunmar in individuatized terms) was more frequent

in the news coverage than a "feminist" discourse (which interpreted the massacre as rep-

lesentative of other male violent behaviour). The study also establishes that the non-news

coverage (editorials, columns, featwes, and letters) contained a more developed analysis of

violence against women than any feminist content which was present in the news stories.

It is suggested that the feminist analysis in the non-news coverage is indicative of a growing

impact of feminism on ths dominant hegemony.

The media is situated as a site within civil society which reproduces patriarchal

capitalist hegemony. Special attention is paid to the structure and operations of newswork,

and how crime coverage reproduces hegemony.

Five Canadian newspapers were analyzed using content ânalysis: The Globe and Mail,

the Toronto Star, the Montreal Gazette, the Vy'innipeg Free Press, and the Calgary Herald.

The newspapers were analyzed from December 7th until Decembe¡ 21st, 1989.
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INTRODUCTION

On December 6th, 1989, 14 women were mu¡dered at L'École Polytechnique at the

Université de Montréal in Montréa1, Canada. The "Mont¡éal Massacre,,, as it came to be

known, shocked Canadians. Many tried !o make sense of the gunman's behaviou¡. Some

blamed access to guns, others insanity, still others saw the massacre as an extension of a

violent society. Some people were alarmed at the gunmar's violent message against the

women whom he saw as "feminists," and whom he had systematically killed while sparing

the men.

The media covered the massacre and its effects extensively. Since the media in our

society are seen as "objective" and "fat," one might expect all of these different interpre-

tations to be presented in a bala¡rced way. However, some feminist women have claimed

thatthei¡voices and, inparticular, their interpretations ofthe massacre as yet anotherexample

of violence against women, were not heard in the media. It is this claim which provides the

sta-rting point for this investigation. while there have been several commenta¡ies and at

least one coliection of letters and a¡ticles (Matette and chalouh,1991) published since the

massacre, to date there has been little in the way of a systematic analysis of the nature of

the media coverage ac¡oss canada. How were competing interpretations of the massac¡e

presented in the media? Whose voices were being heard? Which versions of the ,,Euth,'

were being authorized?

In Chapter One, I will offe¡ some theoretical considerations with which to frame the

interpretations which were hea¡d in the media. several theoretical concepts will be inro-

duced, such as hegemony, discourse, the manufacturing of consent, and the labelling of

deviance. Elaboration on the role of the news narative in reproducing consent will provide



a theoretical f¡amework for rny analysis.

In chapterTwo, I will exprain the method of sample collection, as well as the method

of analysis for examining both news stories and editorials, features, columns and letters.

In chapter Th¡ee, I wilr detail what occuned the night of the massacre. This w r

provide a basic understanding of the events and the responses which ensued. At the end of
this chapter, I will introduce notions ofa c¡ime discourse and a feminist discourse and presenf

my hypotheses which emerge from the theoretical framework presented in chapær one.

The analysis of the data will be presented in two parts. In chapter Four, I wilr present

my analysis of the news story coverage of the massacre. Iwill discuss which interpretations

of the massac¡e were most dominant in the news nar¡ative. More specifically, I will make

the case that the crime discourse was most dominant in news stories of the massacre.

In chapter Five, I will present the ana_lysis ofeditorials, features, columns and letters

in o¡der to determine whether a feminist d-iscou¡se emerges in a non-news nar¡ative. More

specifically, I will show that, in features and columns, a feminist discou¡se was most

domina¡rt.

In chapter six, I will discuss the structu'al conshaints present in nervspaper coverage

(both in news stories and in features, columns, editorials, and letters) and the rimits these

consÍaintsplace on feminist expression. The¡oleeach type ofcoverage plays inreproducing

(or challenging) hegemony witl also be discussed.

Finally, in my concruding chapter, I will outline questions raised by the research.

Limits to the sample will also be add¡essed.



CHAPTER ONE:
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Before a systematic analysis of the media coverage of the Montréal massacre can be

undertaken, the groundwork for such an analysis must be laid. The purpose of this chapter,

therefore, is to clarify the theoretical perspective which will be used to understand the

structure of society, the role ofideas in reproducing a particula¡ social order and, in particul ar,

the ma¡ner in which the media operates in society.

THE MANUFACTURE OF CONSENT

The Montréal massac¡e occurred in a society which is both capitalist and patriarchal.r

Following the basic premises of Marxist thought, our society can be cha¡acte¡ized as cap-

italist since one class - by virtue ofits ownership and control over the means ofproduction

- is in a position of dominance over the other (subordinatQ classes. Feminist theorists have

argued that - in addition to characterizing our society as capitalist - the¡e is also a need to

attend to the fact that it is patriarchal. According to Ztllah Eisenstein, patriarchy is the

"process of differentiating men f¡om women while privileging men"; it also "connotes the

social, historical, and economic relations ofpower in society that create and reflect gendered

inequality" (1988:20-21).

While capitalism and patriarchy are reproduced materially through people's lived

experiences, they are also rep¡oduced at the level of ideas. In orde¡ fo¡ these inequalities to

1 See: He-ster,19921. Tong,1.989; Jaggar,1983; Donovan,1985; Walby,1990; Radfo¡d a¡d
Russell,1992; Burstyn,1985:70; Franzway, Cou¡t & Connell,1989; 

'

Eisenst€in,1988:20-21; Hartmann,1981; Camoy,1984:46-47,



be maintained, consensus must somehow be realized, One way to understand how this

consensus is achieved is by means of the related concepts of ideology, hegemony and dis-

course.

Marx's now famous dictum - "The ideas of the ruling class are in every age the ruling

ideas" (cited in Mclællan,1986:13) - illustrates rhe basic premise of his theory of ideology;

that in all class societies the domina¡t class develops o¡ takes ove¡ the ideological fonns

which legitimate its position of dominance. According to Marx, not all ideas produced

constitute ideology. While any class in society may produce ideas, they are considered

ideological only to the extent that they serve to further the interests of the ruling class by

making the unequal distribution of resources in society appear as natural. In this way,

ideology serves !o conceal the reat relationships between people (Mclellan,1986:13-15).

If ideology is at work, social relations themselves will not be called into question. Thus,

the power ofideology is in "its capacity to represent cultural reality as natural" (Silbersæin,

1988:125).

Yet, Marx's theory of ideology did not go far enough in terms of explaining horv

consensus is maintained. one theorist, Antonio Gramsci, has add¡essed this issue with his

concept of hegemony. Hegemony refers to

... an order in which a certain way ofiife and thoughtis dominant,
in which one concept ofreality is diffused throughout society in
all its institutional and private manifest¿tions, informing witñ its
spirit all taste, custorns, religious and moral connotatiõn. (Wil-
liams, i960:587)

Gramsci used the concept in a number of different contexts, one of which saw

hegemony as the "mechanism of bourgeois rule over the working class in a stabilized

capitalist society" (Anderson, 1977:19). Furthe¡ to this, he made the point of stressing that

hegemony was not an automatic condition, but the result of a pewasive effort made by two



spheres in the superstructure: civil society (which includes the church, schools ard the media)

and the state (Gramsci,1971:12).

The exercise of hegemony entails, simultaneously, a two-sided process. On the one

hand, it involves the efforts of the dominant class to maintain its position of dominance.

Gramsci recognized that there was no such simple formula as the ruling class. Under.

different historicai conditions, the objective interests of a fundamental class in production

could only be realized through the political and ideological leadership of a fraction of that

class or an allia¡ce of class fractions. In short, while private ownership of the means of

production is a necessary condition for capitalist domination, it is not a sufficient condition.

The capitalist class is continually confronted with the need to organize at the political and

cultural levels. On the other hand, hegemony involves the "acceptance" of domination on

the part of the subordinate ciasses. It requires the active consent of those who are being

ruled. That is, if the ruling group can convince the subjugated group(s) that the state of

society is natural without having to resort to force orviolence, hegemony will be more easily

achieved. As such, hegemony is a process. It must always be in flux to recuperate altemate

ideologies; its mânifestations must be flexible so it may find "expression in new forms in

order to maintain dominance" (Silberstein, i 988:131).

Because hegemony is a process "wherein cultu¡al authority is negotiated and contested,

(i)tpresupposes that societies contain aplurality ofdiscourses and discursive sites, aplurality

of positions and perspectives from which to speak" (fuaser,1,992:179;.2 These discourses-

2 This notion of "discou¡se" has evolved from three separate areas: l)post- modern writ-
ings, which criticize broad metanarratives or "one truth" theorizing; 

' -

2)Deconstructionism- the reading of texts to examine the construc-lion a¡d pluralitv of
meanings; and 3) various feminist works on language as well as feminist writers which
i1_c9.rpo¡1t^e^ele¡nents of #1 or #2, such as Chris Weedon's feminist poststruøualism (see
Walby,1990; Hester,i992).



or ways of thinking - do not have equal authority; conflict and contestation operate among

them (Fraser,1992:179). The number of interpretations of a¡r event or occur¡ence is limited

by the discourse in which they occur. If one discourse becomes dominant in society,

therefore, interpretations of events will be likely to fall within the parameters of that

discou¡se.

Since hegemony is an ongoing process in the manufactu¡e ofconsent in society, and

since there exists a plurality of meanings or discourses with which to interpret the "truth"

about the social world, the possibilities of alternate discou¡ses (or what Gramsci (1971)

termed a "counter-hegemony") emerging to challenge thehegemonic conFol ofthedominant

group(s) in society are ever-present. Indeed, it is here where an analysis of the media in

patiarchal capitalist society ca¡r be innoduced.

The media provide an important avenue for the articulation of discourse(s). As a site

within civil society, the media operates as an agency for the maintenance of patriarcha_l

capitalist hegemony. It is a site where the domina¡t discou¡se is constructed and hea¡d. In

the process, however, the media provides a discu¡sive terrain where alternate discourses -

ones which potentially challenge the dominant meanings and "common sense" views - are

also recognized. Yet, the manner in which these altemate discotuses are recognized in the

media will, for the most part, act to timit and constrain the degree to which any challenges

to hegemony will be successful. One way of understanding how this works is to examine

the p¡ocess by which news is made.



THE PROCESS OF'IMAKING NEWS''

Reproducing Order

Given the capitalist structure in which the media is located, the process of making

newsis, like other capitalist enterprises, governedby theprofit motive. Thishelpsto account

for the structure in which newswork takes place, and also to reveal some of the more specific

features of newswork. Fo¡ insta¡ce, in order to be profitable, stories must get out quickly

þreferably before the competition) and must attract readers. To get a story together quickly

depends on being able to decide on a story and find souces; selling a paper depends on

being able to grab a reader's attention. Profits then come to the newspaper as the reading

audience atEacts advertising dollars.

To be newswo¡thy, and hence profitable, an occurence must be new and unusual.

This leads joumalists to overlook "common" cases and look at the unusual, changing the

corr¡mon perception of an occurrence.t Failing a new and unusual occurrence, journalistic

t¡aditions also dictate that events which are worthy ofreporting must "tie into a curlentevent

or preoccupation in the news" (Benedict,1992:8). Thus, in order to be considered news, an

event must match a newspaper's recent themes.

Once a journalist decides on a story, it is important to have quick access to sou.rces

seen as trustworthy by the public. Consequently, journalists tend to rely heavily on

bureaucratic or govemment sources and social conhol agencies fo¡ thei¡ primary sources

(Hall et a1.,1978; Chibnall,1977; Fishman,1980). Since the media musr appear legitimate

in order to remain profitable, using bureaucratic sources such as legal authorities helps to

3 See: Benedict,1992:8; for example, coverage of rape cases focuses on the exciting or
titillating cases and not the usual occurences, painting rape as occuring only in a dark
alley rather than focusing on the more common occulrencgs of acquainiancé rape.



convince readers that the interpretation in the media is an "objective, irnpartial, universal,

and general voice of the people" (Ericson et a1.,1987:53). The use of such "authorized

knowers" protects the media against charges of bias (Winter, i992:43).It also guarantees

that the story itself will be considered Eustworthy, as journalists operate on the assumption

that those in "powerful positions of authority" are seen as reliable by the rest of society

(Chibnall,1977:39).

F¡om a historical perspective, the focus on "objectivity" as a selling point for news-

papers is a relatively recent development (Schudson,1980). Newspapers at the turn of the

century were mostly pattisan papers, reflecting the position of a certain political party or

group (Rutherford,1978; Clow,1993). Readers thus expecæd a partisan interpretation of

the events. This changed as the rising costs of publishing forced papers to both amalgamate

with other papers a-nd rely on advertising to atEact lüge numbets ofreaders.a Bothjournalists

and readers were dissatisfied with stongly stated partisan views which did not reflect thei¡

own, so news stories came to be covered in an ostensibly "unbiased" way (C1ow,1993:16).

The goal of this type of newspaper reporting was to appease readers and journalists by

coming into the middle ground and reporting "both" sides of the events that had occured.

Yet, this claim to "objectivity" is spurious at best (CIow,1993). For instance, while

the media endeavou to present thei¡ stories as "objective" interpretâtions of an event, their

sources have their own politically interested views (Ericson in Winter,l992:M). In relying

on bu¡eaucratic sources (such as government, police) to construct a story, there is a tendency

for the reporter to accept or support the perspective of that bu¡eaucracy (Fishman,1980).

4 Advertising plays an integral role in the format of the paper. Since the economic sur-
vival of a.newspaper depends on money from advertiseri, it is necessary to achieve a
large audience which will d¡aw advertisers in, and as quickly as possibl'e
(Williams,1962:24).



Consequently, media come to "reproduce the definitions of the powerful, without being, in

a simple sense, in their pay" (Hall et aÌ,1978:57). That is, the media may reproduce these

definitions, but it is not propaganda p¿r. se. Neveftheless, it is a mutually beneficial

arrangement; journalists get their sources and the sources get publicity and legitimation.

The integral presence ofadverfising in newspaperss (Vipond,1989:93) also guarantees

that a reader will not react "objectively" to the presentation of the news in the paper. This

is because newspapers have come to reflect advertising in "typography, layout, and pho-

tographic style" (Williams,1962:100). Williams conrinues:

The di¡ection of emotional inærest and response by advertising
slog_qns is now directly paralleled in popular nerispapers anã
headlines ... whole pa-ges ... seem to be ainring to make a single
overall emotional effect. Thus a style of communicatiõn,
developed for the selling ofproducts, has to a considerable extent
taken ove¡ the presentation of news and opinion. (Wil-
liams,1962:101)

The pressure to sell and the competition among joumalists mean that joumalists will

be encouraged to simplify stories. For exampie, writers may appeal to emotion, rely on

stereotypes, and/or engage in d¡amatization (chibnall,1977) in their quest for simplicity.

Consequently, news stories become mo¡e concemed ',vith "events rather than long term

processes"; stories a¡e removed from thei¡ "historical context" (Chibnall,l977:23-24).

Issues and thei¡ causes "are relegated to effects and consequences" (Puette,1992:61). The

simplification of news stories so that "social situations are reduced to binary oppositions"

is thus a basic procedure in newswork (Chibnall,1972).

5 Advertising dominates the newspaper. For instance, one examination of the winnioes
Free Bqss revealed that only 25 to 30 percent of the content was ,'news,,, the reÏìñt-
advertising (Campbell and Holmes,1980:6). In Canada, 73 percent of newspaper industry
revenue comes from advertisements; and 70 percent of thisìdvertising revénúe comes '
from i00 major companies, half of whom a¡é U.S. conrolled (Macle-an,1981:126).



One type of simplification occurs when the individual is taken out of social context

through such procedures as individualization and personaìization (Ericson et al,,1991:8).

For instance, news stories which consist of "moral-cha¡acter porEaits" provide a way of

aJlocating responsibility and attributing accountability in such a way as to protect those with

political power who would otherwise be assigned responsibility (Ericson er aI.,1991:8). In

so doing, blame is shifted away from socia.l structu¡al causes and onto the "defective',

individual.

News stories constructed in this way benefit the media, thei¡ sources, and their

advertisers. By avoiding analyses which blame the social order itself, there is less chance

ofoffending advertisers, readers, and sources. In other words, by relying on "common-sense"

6 aralyses, stories are more accessible to a wide¡ readership, which pleases advertisers, the

sou¡ces mentioned in such stories, and the media managemenl

It is in this sense that it is possible to claim that news work is socially constructed and

thus ideological (Fishman,1980). By delimiting what is importantto report as well as relying

on bureaucratic sotuces, a certain way oflooking atthe world is reinforced. Thus, journalists

are "central agents in the reproduction of order" (Ericson et a1.,1987:3) as the media rank

a¡d order different types of "social knowledge" (Ha11,L977:341). In this way, the media acrs

to produce a¡d delimit discourse (Ericson et al.,1987:L4) by framing events for the reader,

and thereby making a-ltemate interpretations difficult. In the process, hegemony is also

maintained.

6 Gitlin (1980) has shown that the notion of "common-sense" is ideological in itself.
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Crime as Ne$'s

The ways in which stories pertaining to crime and deviance are constructed and

presented by the media offer a prime example of the kinds ofprocesses sketched out above.

In addition, crime stories (especially conceming violent crime) occur frequently, as they

sell more papers than any other t'?e of news (Benedi ct,1992:7).

Criminal activity is considered to be a type of deviant behaviou¡. Deviance is com-

monly defined as "the behaviour of a thing or person that strays from the normal" (Ericson

et a1.,1987; Cohen,l972:77; emphasis added). This stress on the individual is common

within the domina¡t discou¡ses on crime, since its root causes are typically traced to sources

pertaining to the individual and his/her immediate environment, be they physiological,

psychological, medical and/or cultural (cf. Ericson et at.,1991). Such explanations fit with

the emphasis on individualism and personal success and/or failu¡e which dominate in the

public discourse. Hence, by individualizing the issue, crime comes to be seen as â problem

which arises from a social structtrre which is "otherwise sound" (HaIl et a1.,1978). The

causes ofthe "crime problem" and their conesponding solutions are normally found, not in

the underlying sEucture of society, but within the individual and his/her immediate envi-

ronment.

Social control agencies (such as the police) provide ready sources for such definitions

of crime. Indeed, according to Hall and his colleagues (1978), crime stories presented in the

news are rarely first hand accounts, but are produced from the definitions of "institutional

primary definers. " The individual thus comes to be defined only in relation to the criminal

justice system; he or she becomes what the institution has labelled him o¡ her.

Hall a¡d his colleagues (1978) go on to suggest that this process of labelling and

conÍolling deviance is increased by social control agencies during times ofcrises in political
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hegemony. Chalìenges to the social order become translated onto the ,'non-threatening

ter¡ains of moral, social a¡d criminal issues" (Comack,1990:73). The sociat anxiety which

such upheaval generates among the pubiic is thereby redirected toward an easily identifiable

tffget or scâpegoat. The th¡eat to hegemony is therefore diffused, and consent is again

¡ealized. In this way, social conÍol agencies support the status quo in two ways: first, they

deny counter-hegemonic interpretations of the roots of a criminal problem as structural and,

second, due to the increased "deviancy" of the population, the agencies may ,'legitimately,,

call for greater force to "fìght crime."

Given its relationship with - and reliance upon - social conEol sources, the media plays

an important role in this ¡edefinition of social problems. In reproducing the sou¡ces' def-

initions of crime and deviance, the media legitimate and reinforce the particular definition

of the situation which is offe¡ed. In presenting an event as a crime story, therefore, the issue

wili be individualized, and alternate interpretations whích endeavour to call attention to

more structural forces will be silenced, disqualified, o¡ subordinated.

Violence Against Women

Violence againstwomen, as a typeof criminal behaviour, is rarely covered in an indepth

mzurner in the news.? When it is covered, however, the same individualizing freâtment

found in other crime stories becomes the norm. This can take two different forms, which

can appea¡ alone or together.

In one form, crime stories aboutviolentmen typically Feât the offenderas an exception,

as insane or, generally, as "abnormal" a¡d therefore not like other men (Radford,1992A).

7 Fo¡ instance, both Soothill & 
-Wafby 

(1991) and Benedict (1992) describe the portrayal
of sexual assault cases as superficial and titilating.
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In the other form, it is sometimes the case that the women who are victimized by the violence

are themselves "sc¡utinized and often pathologized." A kind of victim-blaming occurs,

whereby the women victims "are ultimately held responsible for the violence a¡rd abuse"

(Radford,19924:5). If women are to blame for male violence, it follows that men are

absolved from accepting responsibility for thei¡ actions (Bland,1992). women victims are

especially vulnerable to blame if they deviate in any way from the traditional sex role of

being at home with the family (Benedict,L992:19).

However, while the media is an agency fo¡ the maintenance of hegemony, it is also

a site where alte¡nate discou¡ses competefor attention. In the case of crime coverage, where

would a feminist interpretation of male violent behaviour fit in? As outlined above, defi-

nitions of reality which challenge the dominant order also may be covered in the media,

since the media is a place where differing discourses are heard, and hegemony is sfronger

if alternate voices are allowed. However, the way that the challenge is positioned is still

within a certain "ideological field" (Ha11,1977:346). For inst¿nce, when women,s voices

and feminist challenges to the social order occur in newspaper reporting, they may be

subsumed within the "objective narrative" of the story. This nar¡ative encorEages a

superficial text and reading, yet adopts a stance of "truth" and "basicness,', of reporting the

"facts." stories are presented as if the event came fust, then the text, then the reader's

interpretation ofthe text (Young,1990:120). women's stories âre therefore always "couched

within the larger 'reality' of rhe newspaper world" (Young,l990:113). Thus, their voices

and interyretations will not be given the same stress as the objective narrative's intelpretation

of the "facts."

When women's concems a¡e covered in the paper, they typically receive peripheral

status (Tuchman,1978:138), If an event, such as a demonsEation, is organized to express
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these concems, the event will likely be covered as news. However, the news narrative (ol.

discourse) will tend not to connect the event to a larger issue, but will cover it simply as a

single event. Concems about the societal condition of women do not lend themselves easily

to a news story.

The coverage of women who a¡e challenging the social order takes on a form of social

control much like coverage of deviant behaviour. In covering an event which indicates

ongoing discontent with the social order, the coverage routinely focuses on those who a¡e

discontent rather than on the source(s) of theh discontent. Thus, the issue becomes one of

criticizing the protestor rather than criticizing the system; necessary change, therefore, lies

with the protestor, not the system. Women who speak out against the hegemonic social

order are subject to "ridicule, condescension, de¡ision and scom" (Young,1990:146). This

ensures that "the narrative form and its substance will bring order to the challenged moral

order" (Young,1990:lL6).

CONCLUSION

The media plays a role in supporting the manufactue of hegemony in patriarchal

capitalist society. This has been illustrated by the case of crime coverage, which is the most

popular type of news in newspapers. This coverage does not question the "common-sense"

definitions of the causes of crime a¡d the disruptions to social o¡de¡, It assumes that society

is, on the whole, rather stable.

'Women's concems and challenges to the social order may be heard in the media, since

it is a discou¡se and othe¡ discourses may be heard. However, the ways in which this

discou¡se are framed will tend to perpetuate a reading of this discour se as alternøte, thereby

making it easier to dismiss.
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In order to maintain itself, hegemony must be able to change and accommodate dif-

ferent interpretations. Thus, in order to mainøin legitimacy, the alternate voice must not

be blatantly dismissed, but may be subtly denigrated. In this manner, hegemony is a process

of co-opting or inte$ating different discou¡ses. However, because hegemony is not an

automatic condition, butthe result ofa pervasive effect, there is no guarantee thatthis process

ofintegration or co-optation 
"vill 

be successful. Given the connadictory nature of the media

as both a legitimizer of the dominant discourse and a site where altemate discourses can be

"hea¡d," the potentia-l always exists for counter-hegemonic views to come to the fo¡e.

It is now possible to begin to frame the media coverage of the MonEéal massacre

within these theoretical considerations. The next chapter, therefore, will outline the

methodoiogy which will be used to investigate this issue.
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CHAPTER TWO;
METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The main question in this thesis concems which interpretations of the causes of the

massacÍe were given more attention a¡d elabo¡ation in the media immediately following

the massacre. This chapterwill outline the sample and themethod ofanalysis used to add¡ess

this research question.

The Sample

The sampling universe for a study of this type is quite large, since it consists of several

different media in va¡ious locations which covered the massacre. My sample was d¡awn

from this universe based on fou¡ crite¡ia.

First, I chose only to look at Canadian sources, on the assumption that Canadian media

would focus on the massacre the most. I fu¡ther assumed that Canadian sources would

provide the type of coverage which would most concem me, such as "How could such a

thing happen here in Canada?" Furthermore, my Canadian sample containe d only English

Ianguage media.

Second, I chose only to look at newspapers. Newspapers we¡e chosen for two teasons.

First, newspapers can offer more detailed, in-depth and comprehensive coverage than

television o¡ radio news (Audley,1983:9). In addition, newspape¡ reports can be followed

up by columnist and editorial discussion (Campbell and Holmes,l980:5). Second, many

individuals look to the mediâ not only to inform them of the events, but also to provide them

with an interpretation of those events (Hall et a1.,1978). In this way, the newspaper is an

extremely infl uential medium.

Third, I limiæd my search for articles to newspapers that were listed on the Canadian
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News Index.s The Index lists seven newspapers: the Toronto Star (TS), the Calgary Her.ald

(CH), the Globe and Mail (G&M), the Vancouver Sun (VS), the Halifax Chronicle (HC),

the Montréal Gazette (MG), and the Winnipeg Free Press flÀrFP). These newspapers span

Canada, and hopefully would reflect regional differences in coverage and interpletation.

The Globe and Mail was chosen specifically forits status as "Canada's national newspaper,"

while the Montréal Gazette was selected because it is a large English daily in the city in

which the massacre occurred.

F¡om these newspapers, four newspapers from the Canadian News Index in print were

chose¡i for exhaustive study of the initial coverage from the period of Dece¡nber 7th, 1989

to December 21st, 1989.This time period was chosenbasedonan a¡alysis of several papers

which suggested that coverage began to decrease after the one week period, and disappeared

completely after the two week period. The four papers were the Montréa_l Gazette, the

Calgary Herald, the Winnipeg Free Press, a¡d the Toronto Sta¡.e

Furthermore, an Infoglobe sea¡ch was conducted to obtain the initial coverage in the

GlobeandMail.t0 Thekey search words usedwere: "MonEéal," "women," "Polytechnique, "

"gunma:r," and "Lépine."rr

Finally, although all featu¡es, columns, editorials, and letters from these five papers

were examined, only certain types of news stories were included in the study. As this study

Q The CNI was originally chosen as a data sou¡ce because the original project was to
include follow-up years of coverage. The index would have allowed il Aepttr searching
by topic.

9 Due to a lack of financial ¡esou¡ces, the Vancouver Sun and the Halifax Chronicle were
not analyzed.

10 Infoglobe is an information service run by the Globe and Mail, with computer indexes
which sea¡ch various newspapers across Canada.

1l Several diffe¡ent t€rms were used to capture the initial covetage. The massacre was
called the "Montréal massacle" only after the fact, and only by certain papers.



aims to determine how the massacre was made sense of, tfuee categories of stories were

included:r2

1) news stories which deaìt with the perceived causes of the massacre, either individualized

or socially connected;

2) news stories which covered events which reacted to the massacre, such as vigil and

funerals; and

3) news stories which suggested what "remedial action" would be necessary to change

society.l3

Method of Analysis

A key theoretical concept utilized in this research is ,,discou¡se." The method most

conducive to investigating the existence of different \üays of thinking and conceptualizing,

as expressed through language and explanations used, is content analysis. content analysis

is a systematic technique for analysing message content @udd et øJ.,1967'Z). It may be

applied topractically any form of communication @ abbie,lg86:267). including newspapers,

as Michael Clow has demonsuated (1993).

clow outlines two impo¡tant ways in which news stories can be distinguished from

features, editorials, and colum¡s.ra First, news stories have a ,'reportorial form,, when

_12 These.three categories a¡e de¡ived from a study by voumvakis and Eúcson (19g4:3).
In analysing sexual assault coverage, they coded áccôrding to "the locus of the probleni
,.. i.e. to what facrors or social forCes canthe problem be aÌtributed, and what rémed.ial
action is necessary to contain it?"

13 By focusing on these three types of news stories, much of the initial ',straight,, report-
ing was overlooked, in which ¡eþorters ried to fîll in derails, as well as severãl "huriran
interest" or witness and su¡vivoi accounts. These stories were not considered to be
directly relevant in assessing the perceived causes of the mæsacre.

14 I also included letters in this latter category.
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reporting on an event or issue. This reporting usually consists of what one or more sources

said at the event or about an event or issue (and, as we saw in Chapter One, these are likely

to be bureaucratic sources). In reportorial form, the stories a¡e written in an inverted pyramid

format; that is, contrary to an academic paper or essay, what is seen by the joumalist as the

most impoftant idea is presented immediately in the headline a¡d lead sentence of the story.

Thus, these stories have a deliberately easy to interpret fotmat, as they take a specific angle.

The headline and the introductory paragraph, therefore, set the theme for the story and

provide clues to the reader as to how the rest of the story should be interpreted

(Clow,1993:39-41).

Second, news stories may use sources differently in connection with the angle which

is taken. Clow (1993:46) outlines th¡ee ways in which sotuces a¡e used within a story: 1)

a story is built around one soruce; 2) sources in a story support each other; and 3) there is

a defining source and a responding source challenges it; that is, even though there are dif-

fering perspectives in the same story, the defÏning sources will carry the most weight, and

any other interpretation is set up to challenge the "truth."

In conÍast to news stories, editorials, letters, features, and columns are not set up in

reportorial form, with the goal of being "objective. " They do not usually rely heavily on

sources, and are usually understood to be the opinion of the writer (CIow,1993:41).

Analysing these different types ofcoverage, therefore, will require different sEategies

or approaches. As outlined above, the criterion for evaluating news stories is a type of

content aralysis butwith a specific methodological focus on the construction ofnews stories.

Thus, when analysing news stories,I will determinethe angle taken in the story by examining

headlines and opening paragraphs, as well as how the sources in the stories æe used, Whose

voices are included in the story? A¡e feminist voices present? If so, are they a defining
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voice (thus câfiying the most weight) or a responding (or secondary) source?

'When analysing the editorials, letters, features, and columrs, I will evaluate the general

angle of the piece; what is the main focus? Clow (1993) stresses that, although it is still

possible to analyse these forms of media coverage the way we may alalyse news stories,

there are no "shortcuts" since they are not in reportorial fo¡mat. Thus, "wemustreadthe

whole story to discem the perspectives found in its content" (CIow,1993:50).

Using the theoretical a¡d methodological considerations in the last two chapters, it is

now possible to outline my hypotheses specifically. Before inFoducing these, however, it

is necessary to understand what transpired at the massacre itself, and the general newspaper.

coverage fall-out which occurred immediately following. These concems will be the focus

of the next chapter.
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CHAPTÐR THREE:
THE MONTREAL MASSACRE

"You'rewomen, you're going to beengineers. You're all abunch
of ... feminists. I hate feminists."
- Marc Lépine, before killing six women in a classroom, Dec.6,
1989

On December 6th, 1989, Ma¡c Lépine enteled L'École Polytechnique at the Université

de Montréal, the School of Engineering. At just past 5:00 pm, he shot and killed Maryse

Laganière,25, who worked in the budget department ofthe school. He¡male boss had heard

rumours of a gunman in the building, and she was going to lock the front ofñce doo¡.

Shortly after, at approximately 5:10 p.m., Lépine entered a classroom on the second

floor of the school, where approximately 60 students were sitting for the final day of classes

before exams. Lépine asked the men and the women to separate. D¡essed in hunting gear,

and holding a rifle, the surviving students would later recall that they had thought it was an

engineering prank, until he fred a shot into the ceiling. The men \{ent into the hallway.

According to Nathalie Provost, a swvivor, Lépine had asked the students if they knew why

he had come. \Vhen they said no, he stated: "I'm against feminism. That's why I'm he¡e."

Provost responded: "Listen, we are only women who are studying engineering... we (are)

only women in engineering who want to live a normal life." She told him that the students

were not necessarily feminist and, even if they were, it did not mean that they had ânything

against men. He may have answered, but Provost did not hea¡ him, because he staÍed to

shoot.

There were nine women in this classroom. Six of these women died, and P¡ovost \ryas

among the wounded.

After killing these women, lépine went to the frst floor, to the cafeteria. Students



had been warned by others about the gunman; some left, others did not. There were

approximately 50 students in the cafeteria when Lépine entered. Th¡ee women died he¡e.

He then went to a classroom on the third floor, Room 311, where he climbed up on

the desk and shot at students who were cowering underneath. Four women were killed in

this room, including Maryse LeClai¡. LeClai¡ was wounded by gunfire, but Lépine stabbed

he¡ to death with a hunting knife, which he then placed on the professor's desk. After he

killed he¡, he put down the approximately 40 cartridges which he was carrying, sat down

on the speaking platform at the f¡ont of the room, and shot himself fatally in the head.

The whole rampage lasted approximately twenty minutes. Afterward, concems were

raised over the delayed police response, as well as the delayed ambulance response: the first

call into 911 did not locate rhe shootings ar the Polytechnique itself, but at the student

residence at the Université de MonEéaL The Poly is a difficult building to access, as it is

isolated on a hill, compounding the problem. The police, upon arriving, heard rumours that

there was a second gunman and did not enter the building until more than an hour after

Lépine had shot himself. There was speculation that the death toll might not have been so

high ifthe ambulances had managed to arrive sooner. There were 14 dead and 14 wounded.

Five ofthe wounded were men.15 According to the coroner's reportpublished in May, 1990,

the death toll could have been much higher, as Lépine had 60 carnidges of ammunition

left.r6

l_5 Various reports suggested that there were only 13 wounded (4 of whom were men).
However, in looking though the coverage I counted 14 as wounded. The common réfer-
ence to 13 wounded could have evolved from a MonFeal Gazette story on December 7,
1989 which specified that 13 students were il hospital following the shooting; however,
one male student was treaüed fo¡ a wounded arm and then releaíed.

16 This section was derived from initial media reporting, as well as the media reports
from 1990 based on the Mont¡éal Police Report ùd thJCoroner's Report,
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The fïrst three days of coverage

The fi¡st newspaper reports came out on the morning of December 7th, The events

received front page coverage in all of the papers, with many sensationalist headlines aiming

for emotional impact:

CAMPUS MASSACRE: Gunman kills 14 women before
shooting himself: 'You a¡e all feminists' he screamed as he fi¡ed
(MG, DecT).

WOMEN SLAUGHTERED: Montréat gunman kills 14
(CH, DecT)

Cunman slays 14 women; 'You'¡e all a bunch of feminists' killer
yeils (WFP, DecT)

14 women killed in massacre; Montréat gunman's letter spewed
hate at feminists (TS, DecT)

This initial cove¡age took on a descriptive form, as reporters tried to flesh out exactly

what had happened, using police sou¡ces and eyewitness accounts. Stories focused on the

recollections of witnesses and the well-being of the wounded. Reporters were desperately

Eying to reconstruct what had happened from the time Lépine entered the school to the time

that the police entered, after Lépine had kitled himself. The frst stories about those close

to the women killed emerged, as one police officer at the Poly foundhis daughter dead inside

the school.

It became apparent from witnesses' testimony that Lépine "wantled] the women."

("Campus massacre ..." MG, Dec7, fp) One man who had been with a group of men in the

stai¡well stated that Lépine did not shoot at them when he realized there were no women in

his group. Based on this observation, as well as what Lépine stated befo¡e he shot six

women, it seemed quite apparent that Lépine - contrary to one male witness who claimed

that it "was a human hunt and we were the quarry" ("Campus massacre ..." MG, DecZ, fp)
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- was only taking aim at women, The initial press conference given by police also reported

the presence of Lépine's suicide note, (see: Appendix) about which a police spokesperson

cornmented that it was "anti-feminist, that's the least we can say,' (eTD in "After the

Montréal Massacre"). In this note, Lépine blamed women for his p¡oblems.

Many women's gloups across the counFy organized vigils on the Thursday night

(December 7th) to mourn the women's deaths and connectthem to the wider pattern of male

violence in society. Media coverage on December 8th focused on women mourning at vigils

across the country. It was also on this day that Lépine's narne \ryas released in the media,

and the media began to focus on Lépine, his story, and his motives. Why had he done this?

'What or who had made him a terrible person? Was there a particular reason why he had

stabbed LeClai¡? More information a¡rd more headlines about Lépine followed on

December 9th, when reporters had discove¡ed divorce testimony from Lépine's mother in

1978.

Both the women's vigils and Lépine's background were given coverage in these first

few days after the massacre. Each offered the potential for making sense of the massacre,

albeit in very different ways, while the former sought to connect the massacre with violence

againstwomen more generally, emphasis on the latter created a more individualized account.

In this respect, the two interprct¿tions were very much in competition with each other. How

would this be accommodated within the media coverage? wlat elaboration and follow-up

would each type of initial coverage receive? would one type of explanation end up setting

the tone for the coverage which followed?
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Statement of the problem

The theoretical approach outlined in Chapær One suggests that the media coverage

of the Montréal Massacre would likely take a particular form. As stated in Chapter One,

different ways of thinking which produce varying interpretations may be conside¡ed as

"discou¡ses." By labelling categories of coverage "discourses," there is a¡ implicit theo-

retical assumption that realities a¡e created a¡d selected by these discourses, not merely

"reported"; the number of possible interpretations for an event will be limiæd by these

discou¡ses. In this context, how each discou¡se is treated by the press will illustrate the role

which the mediaplay in the manufacture of hegemony. More specifically, sincethe massacre

would fall under the definition of "criminal," and police a¡e common sources for joumalists,

one would expect coverage which focused on the criminal aspects ofthe case to be dominant.

Thatis, one would expectthe souces to focus on Lépine's behaviour as caused by individual

deviance, and not by social forces. Feminist soruces, as I outlined in Chapter One, may be

marginalized within coverage. As such, one would expect a feminist interpret¿tion of the

massacre to be present, but not attribut€d the same prominence as a criminal aspect of the

case.

When examining the three types of news stories outlined in ChapterTwo,Iwill classify

them as representing either a crime discourse or a feminist discou¡se. I will classify writings

as part of a crime discourse if they individualize Lépine's actions, thereby offering

solutions which do not crifique gender relations, Thus, even though some solutions may

suggest social change (such as gun conEol, better facilities for mentally ill people), I will

label these w¡itings as part ofa crime discou¡se because they operate on the assumption that

the roots of Lépine's violence were within himself (and gender-neufal); therefore they are

individualistic. I will classify writings as feminist if they place Lépine's actions in the
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realm ofthe political, on a continuum of violence against women, or in the context of

â rvar against women. This continuum ranges from the suggestion that women are not

welcome in "male" professions such as engineering, to the relating of the massacre to other

types of male violence against women such as sexual harassment, wife battering, rape, and

sexual assault,

Interpretations which appear in the crime discou¡se are a part of the hegemonic

ideology; that is, these are common interpretations which overlook the misogynist roots of

our society which contributed to the gunman's actions. I expect to find that, since the

crime discourse supports hegemony by individualizing the causes of the massacre, and

the feminist discourse challenges hegemony by politicizing the causes ofthe Massacre,

the crime discoursewill be most dominantin the news coverage. It is further hypothesized

that in coverage which does not lake a news narrative focus . specificâlly, features,

columns, editoriâls, and letters - afeminist discoursewill bemoreevidenf than itappears

in the news stories. The findings of the research a¡e the focus of Chapters Four and Five.
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CHAPTER F'OUR:
AN ANALYSIS OF THE NEWS STORIES

No matter how síncere the desíre nôt to be part¡san, news reports
are never reality wrítten dowtt. A news story is ínevitably just
one story among many which couldbe written down on the event
rcported. (CIow,1993:39)

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the news story coverage of the Monüéal

massacre. In particular, the aim will be to determine whether or not - in making sense of

the massacre - a crime discourse dominated. As well, the analysis will consider whether or

not a feminist discou¡se was featured in the coverage and - if so - what particular fo¡m that

coverage took. The analysis will provide a critical analysis of the coverage inEoduced in

Chapter Three by examining the angles taken in the news stories and the sources used.

The three categories of stories I examined were outlined in Chapter Two. These were:

i) stories which "made sense" of themassacre; ii) storieswhich contained a mourning reaction

to the massacre (directly telared to how people are making sense of the killings); and iii)

stories which concemed pushing for chxtge as a resrlt o/the massacre. Each of these three

categories occurred within a crime discourse and a feminist discourse.t?

Vr'ithin the crime discourse, the massacre was "made sense of" by focusing on and

defining the gunman, Marc Lépine. The mourning stories focused mainly on the funerals

for the 14 women who died. The stories within this discourse which suggested pushing for

change focused on gun control.

Within the feminist discourse, the massacre was "made sense of" as part of a violence

1? I started rrith approximately 190 news stories in my sample. Using these three catego-
ries, I ended up with 82 stories to analyse.



continuum. The mourning stories focused on vigils which women held across Canada. The

stories within this discourse which suggested pushing for change dealt with ending violence

against women.

In this chapter,I willpresenteach ofthese discou¡ses with two main goals: i) to illustrate

that the crime discourse was dominant in explaining the massacre, and ii) that even in stories

about feminist events the feminist voice was undermined.

CRIME DISCOURSE

Making sense of the massacre: investigating Lépine

Several stories focused on Lépine and his individual background a.nd behaviour.rs The

angle of these stories centered around the notion that Lépine was an exception to other

violent men. Implicit in this coverage was an assumption that, by explaining who Lépine

was, his motives for the crime would become clear. Indeed, people who ægued that there

should be an inquiry reasoned that the more we knew about Lépine and his life, the greater

the possibility of preventing such a "Eagedy" from happening again.

The defining sources in articles about Lépine were overwhelmingly the police,

although journalistic research and expert testimony also produced several stories. Each

will be examined in tum.

18 The effort to explain Lépine's behaviour can be illusÍated by the number of stories
focusing on Lépine on December 8th and 9th: 16 articies in 5 pápers.
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The police define Lépine

The initial stories which ran on December 8th named Lépine and introduced him as

the mass mu¡derer. These initial stories were based on police testimony, the frst sources

who k¡ew about Lépine. Joumalists reproduced the police definition of Lépine, and did so

unquestioningly.

It was apparent from the initiaì testimony that Lépine had targeted women. The police

looked for an explanation - o¡ a "motive" - fo¡ this hatred. Consequently, one of the main

explanations which emerged from the police "investigation" was the fact that Lépine was

"always frusEated by women." This frusÍation, moreover, was connected with Lépine's

inability to maintain a relationship with a woman. one of the two police spokespeople who

defined Lépine described him as a man who, once he started having Eouble in a relationship,

would "just stop the relationship right there and nevercome back to the person he was talking

with '.. He didn't have any girlfriends" (rs,Dec9,A12). Relationship problems became a¡r

explanation for mass mu¡der of women: "campus gunman a loser at love; war-film fanatic

had no girlfriends" (wFP,Dec8,fp). The connection was clearly made between being

"frustrated by women" and killing women in the Calgal Herald, with the headline: "

'Frustrated by women'; Killer a war-film fanatic,,.le The opening paragraph of this story

sets the tone:

The suicidal gunman who committed Canada's worst mass

murder was a 25-year-old war-movie fanatic who "was always

frusÍated by women" police said Thursday. (CH,Dec8,fp)

19 S.ignificantiy, 
? wgTT reader of the Calgary Herald wrote a letter protesting this

headline, saying that it blamed women.



The story explains the quotation by the police spokesperson and starts the next paragraph

explaining that "Lépine's anger boiled over into a bloody rampage ..."

Similarly, the Toronto Sta¡ painted a picture of Lépine as ',obsessed', with wa¡ videos

and electronics, and his hatred of women stemmed only from being rejected. This is

presented as an adequate explanation for murdering women:

The ma¡ who massacred 14 women on the University of
Monréal calnpus was Marc Lépine, a ma¡ obsessed with war
vidoos and electronics.

He also had a vendetta against women.
. Last night, Monréal police said Lépine could be .gentle

a¡d courteous' with women, but if something went wron-g in a
relationship he fled to his ¡oom and refused tõ speak ... -

lVedresday eyglr.ng,he raged through the university's
engineering school, killing 14 women ...("War videos obsesðed
murderer," TS, DecS,fp)

The winni¡eg Free Press mentioned both Lépine's "üoubtes" with relationships and

his blaming of feminists for his own failu¡es. Although these two explanations could seem

inconsistent (especially without explânation), the story uses two different police explana-

tions to illustrate the perceived role that women had in shaping Lépine's behaviour. The

story statÊd that neighbours and police had described Lépine as:

... a failu¡e in his academic, military and career ambitions, but
especially in his relationships with women. In his ... suicide note
he carried ... where he stalked women while sparing the male
students, Lépine blamed "feminists" for ruining his life and
leading him to massacre the women in revenge. (!\rFp, Dec10)

All societal implications of a man whose hatred for women took such a violent outlet

are not explored, but are instead reduced to thepicture ofa man who was spurned by women.

Although the fact that Lépine had problems in his ¡elationships with women could be

indicative ofhis sexist natu¡e, stories mainly emphasized that he was shy and had difficulties

in communicating. However, in his suicide note, Lépine did not once mention a relationship

ora specific woman, buthishared towards allwomen who brokewith tradition - specifically,
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"feminists" who wanted to seize the benefits of men while keeping benefits of being female

- was clear. If a relationship had, indeed, acted as a catalyst for his behaviour, he did not

mention it; and furthermo¡e, if his hatred for feminists was caused by a failed relationship,

his decision to blame women could suggest that he got his clues for who to blame from

society.

Fu¡ther characterization of Lépine's behaviour which was contributed by police

described him as someone "obsessed" with war movies a¡d electronics. The Globe and

Mail picked up on the war-movie explanation, running a brief snippet which claimed that

the Montréal media were considering a wa¡ movie that Lépine might have watched as a

potential catalyst ("Violent film on tenorists preceded Eagedy"; Dec9,A6). The movie,

called "Commando Terreu¡" was aired the Monday night, two days before the massac¡e.

The movie was about a terorist attack at a high school, in which students are held hostage

and shot. But police had no way of knowing if Lépine had watched the movie.

The police also stressed that Lépine did not smoke, drink, or do drugs. This is part of

the sweep for clues which the police routinely embæk upon. In fact, any snippet ofpersonal

information about Lépine was deemed newsworthy and potentiatly explarìatory, such as the

fact that he always wo¡e a baseball cap and a beard, loved to read, and lived with another

man. The police, following standard operating procedu¡e, filled in information whereve¡

they could,

There was also a focus on the fact that Lépinehad experiencedpersonal failure. Lépine

had endured setbâcks, such as failing courses.

He recently was fued from his job and was turned away by the
Canadian fo¡ces on the grounds that he was anti-social... ('rwar
videos obsessed murderer"; TS,DecS,fp)
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Thepoìice also make clea¡ thatLépine "had no criminal record or history ofviolence" ("\{ar

videos obsessed murderer"; Dec8,TS,þ).

The "frustrated with women" expla¡ation was the only one which was elaborated upon,

however superficially. Indeed, the police explanations were never questioned in any of the

articles. How the police had obtained thei¡ information was likewise never explained or

questioned; their account was simply treated as fact.

J ournalists sv'eep for clue s

Joumalists roamed though Lépine's neighbourhoodin an attempt to obtain descriptions

of what he was like. According to an account from one neighbour, he was "always rushing,"

and thepolice were called to his house aftercomplaints of loud music ("Murderer was always

rushing" CH,Dec9,A3). One female neighbour stat€d that Lépine or someone in his

apartment had watched her change one night. After she ¡ealized that she was being watched

she heard giggling from Lépine's apartment. These bouts ofgigglingreoccured over seve¡al

weeks ("The killer: Lépine was reclusive, noisy at night- neighbour" MG, Dec8,fp).

By far the most popul story which was uneafihed in the neighbourhood sweep was

an interview with an employee at a gun sto¡e where Lépine liked to look at the guns.

According to the employee, Lépine "didn't seem any crazier thar anyone else,', The fact

that he bought hunting clothing and admired guns was emphasized; zuid onepiece mentioned

a grocery clerk stating that Lépine a¡d his friends walked around the neighbourhood dressed

in hunting clothing, and also rented wa¡ films ("Killer fratinized with men in army fatigues,,

G&M,Dec9, A6).
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Joumalists also unearthed some divo¡ce testimony conceming Lépine's parents. By

December 9th, every paper had carried a story on how Lépine was beaten as a child by his

father, with front page headlines such as:

Killer's father be at him as a child (MG)
Lépine beaten by father, mom says (TS)
Kille¡'s father was 'very brutal man' (CH)

These stories relied heavily on divorce testimony given by Lépine's mother, Monique

Lépine, in 1978. Her husband had been very abusive to he¡ and her children, and had beaten

Ma¡c about the head a¡d face. Lépine's father was reported to have frequently stated that

women were not men's equals. These stories became epic tales about Lépine's life, making

an implicit connection between his abusive past and his decisions late¡ in life. There was

also an attempt to hace Lépine's "downfall" from the time when his mother moved him

away from his best friend in high school, to live across town. In what appeared to be an

attempt to ¡einforce the idea that llpine's life changed drasticatly, journalists also inter-

viewed Lépine's childhood friend who staæd that Lépine had never been violent when the

f¡iend had known him.æ

Abuse became another explanation for Lépine's behaviour. But rather than cancelling

the others out (itdoes seem a more likely causal factor), itwas added on to a list ofdescriptors

about Mæc Lépine provided by the police.

20. The press played.up.the idea that Lépine had experienced a "downfall." This is prob-
ably because-in Lépine's_suicide note h¿ wrote thafhe had not been happy for ,the 

þast
seven years." Tracing llpine's history led to the suggestion that Vfonii-ue Lépine's
moving her son at this time was the beginning of the end for him.
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Experts define Lépine

The¡e were a few stories that tried to make sense of Lépine by comparing his profile

to those of other mass murde¡ers. In these stories, however, Lépine was never defined as

insane. These stories a¡e dominated by psychiatrists, professors, and FBI agents as sources.

One a¡ticle included a description drawn up by professionals of Lépine as:

A quiet, reclusive loner with few or no friends. A man who feels
severely inadequate. A man bent on revenge against "feminists',
- the group he probably believed had usurpedhis righful place
in society. ("Analysts profile killer; mass murdereri friendless,
bitter loners"; WFP,Dec8, 1 9)

According to one psychiatrist, such a kille¡ feels resentment toward a system in which he

believes everyone is getting perks except himself. Another psychiatrist suggested that the

massacre could have been triggered by an event, "perhaps a rejection in a personal

relationship" (in WFP article, above).

Another article discussed women-killers without specifically referring to Lépine, but

generalizing about the characteristics of such killers, such as their class status. This article

stressed that these killers do not usually have a male model present in their families, and

harbour anger towards theh absent fathers. This does not seem ¡elevant in Lépine's case,

since, according to the divorce testimony, he hated being with this father (,,Women-killers

share common backgrounds, probe discovers"; WFP,Dec16,24).

The final article made the connection between the killer and society; how the killer

targets gÌoups and wishes to make a social statement. One psychiatrist said that Lépine may

not have lost touch with reality: a pe¡son who reacts to failu¡e with violence uses it as is a

means to feel in control, "or at leastpeople wiil sufferas you have suffered,' (,'Mass murderers
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find themselves failing in life, anthropologist says"; MG,Dec8,A4),

A responding source placed near the end of the same article was the only source in

the a¡ticles about Lépine who made the connection between misogyny and the massacre:

There are a lot of men with a lot of anger towards women. Some
of the scary rapists I've known, thãy really hate women, all
women. It's a cultural sick¡ess. It's a prejudice and behind that
prejudice it's scapegoating. It's a projectiôn onto an outer group
of a person's inner problems ... this dynamic is still sanctioneã
by society ... It's so unfair that so many things in our iives a¡e
decided on the fact that you have testicles. It amounts to societv
deciding that this group - men - will get benefits and this othei
group - women - won't, What happened at the University of
Monnéal ... is a pretty gmphic illustration of thatprinciple ... you
know that the¡è a¡e ã lot of people out there with itte sírn"
psycho-dynamics. ("Mass murdere¡s find themselves failing in
Iife, anthropologist says"; MG,Dec8,A4)

Although these articles attempted to combine both personal and social factors in the

making of mass killers, they are significant fo¡ the connections that they do not make: fbst,

they do not classify Lépine as having lost touch with reality; and, second, they do not

consider, as a defining angle, the role that misogyny plays in shaping men into beings who

mu¡der women.

Result: Lêpine has been defined

After the 9th of December, stories solely about Lépine's life ceased, butthe description

of his motives/ behaviour became standard in the news discourse. Because of the ind"i_

vidualizing tendencies of crime coverage, when Lépine was refened to in a news piece (such

as, for example, a story about a funeral) it was common that the one sentence describing

him would combine the definitions used by the police. Furthermore, when a term such as
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"woman-hater" was used, it was used in conjunction with "demented", etc. Lépine

described in shortha¡d catch phrases, suggesting that his act was non-generalizable.

example:

2l Notice how this lead paragraph shifts focus from the women killed to defining llpine.
22 These quotes in the winnipeg Free Press and the calga¡v Herald sto¡ies were from the
same CP story; the term "woman" and "feminist" must hãvé been conside¡ed to be equiv-
alent.

was

For

Churches are expected to overflow tomonow as Montréal,
a city of tears, mòurns the 14 women massacred by a sexist killer
tormented by a miserable love life.

Police continued to dig into the past of Marc Lépine, the
25-year-old war movie fan who went on 4 rampagé with a
semi-automatic rifle Vy'ednesday...(IS,Dec9)"

,..the man who fatally shot 14 female engineering students
Wednesday had been beaten by a child by a father who believed
women should be the servants of men... the shooting rampage
by a man who avowed hatred for women. (WFp,Deci0) -

[A] feminist-hating misfit (WFP,Dec12)

...the suicide mission of a woman-hating misfit (CH,Decl2)2z

Lépine, who took his own life, was the product ofa broken home
and an abusive father. Police said he was obsessed by elecEonics
and war movies and always felt f¡ustrated- by wom-
en.(WFP,Dec12)

Evidence has revealed Marc Lépine, the 25-yea¡-old lone¡ who
tumed a rifle on himself afte¡killing 14 womèn Iast Wednesday,
had been an abused child and was fascinaæd by war filrns arid
violence. (MG,Dec12)

[Picture caption: mourning over women killed] by an apparently
deranged gunman (WFP,Decl 3)

These definitions we¡e standard in the coverage of the massac¡e. The police

explanations dominated, as one can see. However, the additional characterization ofLépine

as "deranged" o¡ "lunatic" seems to be solely a creation of thejoumalists. No psychologists
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cited ever cha¡acterized Lépine as insane.

The above explanations ¿ict to define woman-hating as a type of insanity. However,

this explanation ignores the prevalence of misogyny in our society and does not define

Lépine's behaviour as part of a continuum of male violence against women. A diffe¡ent

interpretation of the event would ¡esult if a feminist zuralysis were constantly used to

characte¡ize Lépine. Such a description might read:

Marc Lépine, a 25-year-old man who, like other abusive men,
blamed women for his lailures, killed 14 women yesterday. His
actions were typical of those of othe¡ violent men, but-at the
extreme end of a violence continuum, feminist groups said
yesterday.

An inEoduction such as this was z¿ver used in any story about Lépine. Instead, the police

interpretation was taken as the "objective" ve¡sion or the "truth" âboutLépine and his actions.

Mourning: memorials and funerals

The main angle which all of the mourning stories took was that of Monhéal as a ',City

of rea¡s." stories focussed on the shock and dismay of all citizens, male and female, all

classes, drawn together. consequently, stories about the memorial sewices for the women,

the mass funeral, and the individual fune¡als were atl individuslized and non-political. rn

fact, out of 23 stories that concemed either Monféal or personal mouming (vigil stories not

included), only seven mentíoned a differing feminist inte¡pretation of the mourning acti-

vities. violence against women was never the main angle or focus of a piece about mass

mourning.

The coverage of the mass fune¡al held on December I lth is a telling example of how

mourning was individualized. The angle of the coverage in the Monhéal Gâzetre, for
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instance, encouraged readers not to d¡aw connections between the killings and society in

general. By focusing on the event, a-rid what people stated at the event, the coverage was

inherently non-political. The headline a-nd opening of the story read:

A quiet goodbye for slain women ...
For two minutes yesterday in Notre Dame Basilica, there was no
attempt to assess blame or find a¡eason for the nine white coffins
that lay before the altar. There were no sobs from grieving friends
and relatives, no creaks from the pews,

There was nothing but silence as 3,000 people remained
absoluæly still, paying theh respects to nine óf tlie 14 women
slain at the Université de MonEéal last lVednesday .,.

'The moment has come to pray,' Paul Cardiiral Gregoire,
Archbishop of Montréal, had tolti the packed church.

'Before doing so, I ask all of you to observe a deep and
total silence. The fagedy we are living through calls for silênce,'
(lr{c,Dec12,þ)

Sources within the story reproduce the angle of silence, by ignoring the specific rage

that Lépine had towards women. For example, the ca¡dinal later states that "Fourteen young

women were brutally mowed down in the sFength and beauty of their youth ... In a few

minutes, ali it took was the desperate and abhorrent act of another young person to destroy

so many dreams, so much promise." In addition, Alain Penault, head of the Unive¡sité de

Monnéal students' Association urged his colleagues to "build a world ofpeace and helping"

in a way to pay homage to those who died,

Furthermore, connections made to the massacre by certain groups are only introduced

in a non-political way:

Somepeople clasped bouquets offlowers, some wore pink scarfs
in honor of the dead women, others wo¡e white ribbons pinned
to their shoulders to symbolize theinnocence of those whõ were
slain. ("4 quiet goodbye for slain women,'; MG,Decl2,fp;
emphasis added)

The only other mention of a potitical interpretation in the same funeral piece was a

comment by a man who wished to show his support, but who did not connect the massacre
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to a pattern of male violence: "People have to stand together when something lite this

happens. I thought it was important for me to be here as a man right now, We have to show

that we are as repelled by this crime as the women."

The fune¡al coverage was also picked up by the Winnipeg Free press and the Calgarv

Helald. Thei¡ versions of the funeral also took a non-political stance. Both pieces,

understandably, began with a grieving angle, describing a woman crying "tears of grief,

outside of the chu¡ch. The angle was supported in the Winnipeg Free press by comments

from people who acknowledged that women had been victimized, but had a non-political

interpretation, such as "I think every woman has been touched by these 30 bullets. It makes

no sense. There will never be any sense to something like this" and "They were young

women just like me. I needed to come here. we need other human beings around us at this

time, because we feel so helpless" ("Thousands crowd basilica fo¡ fune¡al service"

WFP,Dec12,16).

Two brief responding sources appeared later in the Winnioeg Free press story. The

narative stated that "Some women wore pink armbands, on a suggestion by feminist $oups

who have said the massacre is a symptom of a larger problem ofviolence against women."

One woman stated "... [v]iolence towa¡d women is what d¡ove the guy to do it.,' These

comments, since they are quite brief and appear late in the story, only react to the defining

angle; they do not define the interpretation of the massacre.23

There were five women who were not buried in the mass ceremony. The coverage of

these funerals was similarly non-political. The a:rgle was always one of ind.ividual grief.

23 A lot of tie funeral coverage itself seemed to focus on who attended the funeral. Gov-
emment dignitâries used the fi¡neral as an occasion to emphasize the need for gun con-
trol, but did not mention violence against women.
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For instance, in the story about Maryse Laganière's funeral, the angle was on the loss felt

by the minister who had married her and her husband, as well as the loss felt by her husband,

They had been mar¡ied for fou¡ months. within the story, the reverend asked the mourneÌs

to "pardon this senseless act" and reassu¡ed those in the chu¡ch that Laganièle and her

husband will, one day, be reunited.u However, in a few stories there was some indication

of political interpretation on behalf of those who knew the woman ki ed, but these were

subsumed under the text. For instance, in the story about Anne-Marie Lemay, the angle of

the story was that rhe "Killer [had] stilled the voice offine church singer. " Briefly mentioned

in this story, among the mourning coniments from the choral director, was the statement

that Lemay's family had raised money for a women's shelter. simila¡ly, the story about

Annie Tu¡cotte's funeral ("Quiet funeral held fo¡ 'a country girl"' MG,Dec12,A4) focused

on how low key the funeral was: "It was a quiet, dignifred funeral - just what Annie Tu¡cotte

would have wa¡ted." The story describes Tu¡cotte as a "fine sportswoman and a high

achieve¡." In the second last paragraph of the story, a friend of the family st¿tes: "Marc

Lépine got exactly what he wanted. He wa¡rted to stop overly ambitious women. And it

sca¡es me."

While it is certainly understandable that journatists would focus on people mourning

at funerals and memorial services, the example of the responding sotuce above illusEates

that some people also had other feelings such as anger and frustration. The anger was not

focused on; pictures of people at these events only showed them crying (mostly women

crying), which acted to undermine words of anger in the story. The only picture of a woman

24 It is.significant that Laganière's funeral was the only one of the four stories (N4ichèle
Richard's funerai was not covered) which ran in other ilapers (only 2); the newiy-
married grieving husband is considered to be newsworihy.
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who was talking to repoÍers at a vigil (G&M,Dec8,Al3) was undermined by describing

her as one of those who had come "to mourn." Shewas not identified, nor were her words

included in the caption, The focus on mourning simply illusnates the focus on the event,

and reporting what happened at the event, tather thm focusing on the issues which might

be raised by the event.

One would also expect the mouming and funeral coverage to focus on the women who

were killed. Instead, the coverage focused on the planning of the events, the mourner,s

(usuaJly individualistic) reactions, and the govemment dignitaries who attended the funeral.

The stories which were about the women's funerals actually saidverylittle aboutthe women,

other than standard comrnents such as one comment which was made about Anne-Marie

Edwa¡d a¡d her const¿nt smile. violence against women was never a main angle in these

stories, and a feminist responding source was mentioned in only seven of the stories.

Pushing for change: gun control

stories about the gun Lépine had used and the debate surounding gun control featu¡ed

prominently in the coverage immediately following on the 7th and continuing until

December 21.ã These stories took the focus away from violence against r,vomen, and instead

centered on a debate about the required sEength of new gun control laws. These stories

also acted to individualize Lépine's actions. Focusing on how to sÍengthen a law so that

such an individual cannot acquire a gun in the futue emphasizes Lépine's "uniqueness.', It

certainly draws a distinction between a mass murderer and men who buy guns for hunting.

25 On the.Tth^and 8th, thepapers caried 13 articles conceming guns and gun conEol.
Between_ the 9th and the 21st, these papers carried 12 articles (-thé most of-which
lppeared in the CAZCge). In total, thèré were 25 articles in 5 papers over a period of 15
days.
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The defining voice concerning gun control belonged to Justice Minister Doug Lewis,

who ¡efused to ban semi-automatics because you ,'can,t legislaæ against insanity', (',Op_

position MPs demand long-promised gun conEol amendments,' G&M,Decg,A4). Stories

conceming Lewis emphasized that he was doing something about gun control by banning

the importation of semi-automatic weapons which can easily be converted into full

automatics, and also that he would not tromp on the rights of gun-owners by infoducing a

ban on semi-automatics. A full ba¡ would stifle those "law-abiding" people who use the

guns for hunting and tffget shooting, according to Lewis.

A couple of articles furthe¡ individualized Lépine in their support for gun use or gun

clubs. since the articles emphasized the importance of naining, the suggestion was made

that Lépine would have been screened out if he had received a¡y Eaining. His "disturbing,'

attitudes about guns (but not women) would have been noticed ("Lachine council reaffrms

support for new gun club" MG,Derl0,I-10).

The debate on gun control overlooked the possibility of any significant social change

when itfocused on what t¡pes ofguns were necessary, magazine size, and improved taining,

In spite of gun conEol being a band-aid solution to the problem of violence against women,

government actors still managed to find superficial distinctions to quibble over,26 giving the

illusion of action. The govemmental debates over gun control provided journalists with

easy-to-assemble stories; joumalists got theh sou¡ces and stories, while the govemment

representatives got publicity and legitimation.

26 For.instance, govemment officials became bogged down in a debate over whether
magazrne srze restrictions were sufficient compared to a complete ban on semi-automatic
weapons,
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FEMINIST DISCOURSE

Making sense of the massacre

Making connections to a continuum of violence

Out of the 82 stories which were included for analysis, nine stories were specifically

about violence against women; that is, these stories fealured women making connections

between everyday violence in women's lives and the massacre. several stories specihcally

elaborated upon the idea of a continuum of male violence .27 The first paragraph of one

a-rticle, headlined "Killings on campus called a symptom of widespread haÍed,', set the

algle:æ

The massacre is symptomatic ofa society that condones violence
g,Cg^n$ ^yo_Tg*, feminist groups said yesterday.
(MG,Dec8,D11)"

One spokeswoman in the story stated that the massacre was too easy to dismiss as an i¡¡ational

act. However, while it was "an exEeme example ... that kind of hatred is evident every day

in women's lives." Another stat€d that:

As shocking in this case as [themassacre] is, it's also something
that makes sense in a sociery that condones and in some cases
advocaæs, fear and haeed of women... [Sexual assault, murder,
pomography, prostitution, are alll paÍ of a continuum of fea¡
and anger a¡d hared of women becoming independent, of
women gaining power in ou¡ society. (MG,Dec8,D-11)

27 As opposed to one event o¡ reaction.

28 It is noteworthy that while anicles about Lépine, gun control, and the survivors
appeared in the news section, this piece was allbcateä to page D11, the fourth section of
the newspaper.

29 One counter-source in this story received the Eeatment that the feminist voice
received in most of the news storiès @arbara McDougall urged people not to oveÍeact to
a random act).
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Another article suggested fhat "Violence on women [is] epidemic', (CH,Dec17,A6).30

The angle focused on men who are violent to thek wives, One woman stated that she views

the massacre as "the same act made daily by men who beat thei¡ wives or by men who kill

their wives point-blank. " A therapist stated that "Violence is not a loss of control in these

men. It's a method of reaffirming and reasserling control over women. Oppression rarely

occurs without violence. "

The main angle of another story connected Lépine's behaviour to the behaviour of

wife beaters. More men attended ottawa-carleton's Íeatment group for the wife-abusers

after the massac¡e. The coordinator stated that:

Many of them said they could see him in themselves. Perhaps
not to the poinr where they were going to buy a gun but that kiñd
of hared and rage towa¡d women. They had hit and choked
women and otherwise abused women so thev could see â con-
nection. ("!V{e-b4¡ering men see themselvei in Lépine: coun-
sellor"; MG, Decl2,A4 early edition)

Another piece which emphasized statistics on violence against women, battered

women and sexual abuse argued that Lépine's actions were not insane so much as part of a

continuum:

A man who kills women is commonly regarded as crazy, a social
aber¡ation - whether he kills the woman he lives with or 14
women he didn't know. 'Well, he was crazy. What could we
do?' policemen have said after a woman has'been killed - the
same woman who called and called the police station, begging
for protection. But some U.S. researcheri now believe thai men
who kill women have simply taken Íaditional masculine values
and pushed them to an exEeme. (MG,Dec16,B1)

30 This article, which focuses on violence against women in euebec, is in direct contra-
diction to an article which appeared in the Gãzette on Dec. 9 which claimed that the slav-
ings of the 14 women were not indicative of a trend of violence against women.
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Another piece compared Lépine to Robert Poulin, another mass murderer, who was

also painted in the media as "insane." Anne McGrath, who lived through the mass shooting

by Poulin, stated that, similar to Lépine, his hatred for women was overlooked as a motive:

"Despite the fact that Poulin was a consumer of hard-core pomography, whose other main

interest was war games, everyone described him as a crazed killer, not as someone who

hated women," She and other feminists made the point that society must view Lépine's

attack as misogyny. A criminologist stated that Lépine had delusions about women, and he

was mentally ill. But delusions "are usually fed by the social climate.,,

Although he may have been extreme in his vengeful actions, he
is not alone as a man in being unable to accepithat women are
gaining in equality ... Women students expeiience aggression,
harassment and even violence from male colleaguei who are
enraged that women are demanding to be admitted into the
professions. ("Early Tenor Relived" CH,Dec8,þ)

Although these pieces sfongly argued for a connection between violence against

women and the massacre, and the normalization of Lépine's violence, they were few in

number.

Føvouring the event over the íssue

While a feminist interpretation appeared rarely as the main focus of a story, there we¡e

also cases where a feminist interpretation originally appeared, and then was edited out. This

was typically done to replace a piece of social analysis with a "news-breaking,, story which

covered an event or occurrence. Fo¡ instance, there were three telling examples of copy

changes between early and late editions of the Montréal Gazette..t All of these changes

31 This might have occu¡¡ed more frequently, but this is impossible for me to know,
since there were only a few newspapers in my sample with both early and late editions.
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excluded the feminist voice or inte¡pretation of the events.

Fi¡st, the story conceming wife-battering men (mentioned in the last section) which

appeared in the Cê¿qllp appeared in rhe early edition of the paper. It was eliminated in the

next edition of the paper, which prominently featured the headline: "Rifle bullet snuffed out

dream of anewlife: victim's husband." Apiece on violenceon the screen andin magazines

which was also prominently featured in the fi¡st edition was reduced to a snippet underneath

this "human interest" story,

Second, in the early edition of the Gazetæ on December 9th, a news story ran with the

headline "Schools key to helping aggressive children." The article stared that violence is

condoned and children, especially male child¡en, leam to blame others for thei¡ failures.

One doctor made the point that Lépine's behaviour could stem from a sense of failure in an

upwædly mobile, materialistic society. This piece was later replaced by "Union leader and

minister reported on kille¡'s list." The piece named prominent MonEéal women who Lépine

had rargeted, and their reactions, These two examples illusEâte the important focus of the

"event" over discussion of the social sfucture, as the analysis was dropped for the "news.,,

Another example involved a feminist interpretation of the massacre which was dropped

from a late edition. In the early edition of the Gazette on December 8th, a story headlined

"One of shooting victims was mayor's babysitter" appeared. This was alongside a feature

about the women headlined "Hopes and d¡eams end in hail of bullets." The story about

MontréaI's mayor, Jean Doré, had a significant analysis ofviolence againstwomen, although

the lead paragraph set the angle:

A haggard-looking Jean Doré wiped away a tear and sounded
mo¡e like a parent than a mayor yesterday as he discussed
Wednesday's massacre of 14 female engineering students at the
Université de Montréal, (MG,Dec8,A3 early edition)
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The story focuses on Doré's feeling of loss, as he knew Geneviève Bergeron, and the grief

that he feels for the parents, He then st¿ted that the shootings were "a gesture of hatred

against women. " He continued:

It's an act that attacks values that we are tansmitting in
our society.

We have tried to teach ou¡ child¡en, in our homes and
schools, equa_lity between men and women. It's one of the
foundations of our social system.

'What we experienced yesterday ... ¡eminds us that we still
have a hell of a iot of wo¡k to do in that di¡ection.

It's the isolated wo¡k of a madman fo¡ su¡e, but it also is
the illustration - the Eanslation - that a certain number of men in
our society have not accepted, in their hearts and minds, the basic
requirement of a social system which calls for equality between
individuals, particularly men and women. (MG, Dec8,A3 early
ed)

Dore's interpretation of the massacre had disappeared by the next edition ofthe papor,

as his story was replaced as mo¡e information on the 14 women became available. The

angle that remained in the story was of Doré as a grieving, weeping parent.

It was also the case that a feminist interpretation in the Monféal paper would not

appear in othe¡ papers. For example, in the late edition of a Monféal Gazette story about

the 14 women, where there was mo¡e elaboration on the women (and more of them) Maud

Havemick's boyfriend described his companion "as a ha¡d-working, job-oriented woman -

the kind of woman who doesn't have to call herself a feminist to be one, the kind of feminist

her assassin, in his suicide note said he disliked."32 Her mate also stated: "It's so absu¡d.

32 Here is the suggestion that people are accepting llpine's definition of feminist, as the
media had molded it: someone who tales on matelobs, and works hard to get ahead. This
is a very liberal definition of feminism.
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How are we to interpret this event? It was a useless and unjust act." The statement about

Havemick being a feminist did not run in the other papers; his statement suggesting that

Lópine's act was incomprehensible did.

Mourning; women organize vigils

One might expect that the coverage of the vigils would be a place where the feminist

interpretation was dominant. However, this was only the case in three of the eight stories.

In the othe¡ stories, the fact that men were asked not to attend or to be silent at vigils seemed

to be mo¡e newsworthy than thepurpose ofthe vigil itself. For example, one story criticizing

feminism expresses anger ât the exclusion of men in the face of feminists who state that

Canada is a "woman-hating society":

Yet at a number_ of separate events, men who showed up in
support of feminist demonstrators \flere not made to feel wel-
come. ln MonÍéal, for example, a group of women tried to
prevent a man from speaking to a crowd of 2,000 students. At
a. Toronto vigiì, a gro,up .of female mou¡ners spontåneously
claspedhands, but wouldn't allow the sole man in iheir group tô
ioin with them. And in fiunder Bay, men were actual! bañed
from attending a vigil to moum the dead. (,,Massacre forces men
to debate issues" TS,Dec13,þ)

The vigils at Université de Montéal and in Thunder Bay were emphasized because

of "conflict" and "exclusion. " Thevigilin Montréal was designed by the student govemment

of the Poly to be a silent vigil. In addition to the group of women who ,,silenced,, 
a man, a

ì,voman was booed and prevented from speaking when she made the connection between

violence against women and the massacre. Although these disagreements about the purpose

ofthe vigil received attention in the Gazette's âccount, it became the newsworthy focus of

the story carried in the Winnineg Free Press: "Vigil for victims turns nasty.,, The angle of

the vigil stories became conflict; the focus was no longer on the women. In the Toronto
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Star coverage of the vigil, the focus was on general mourning, the conflict, and how the

massacre has affected the Poly, only one specific reference was made to violence against

women, which was located as part of the "conflict." It wâs not the main focus of the story,

as it begins:

Some clenched thei¡ fists in helpless rage. Others cried.
But most of the young, grieving students just clung to one

another in the cold last night outside the Univeisity of Montréal
engineering building, their thoughts wirh the friénds they had
lost to a crazed gunman the night before ..,

Fourteen women died Wednesday after a gunman stalked
th¡ee floors of thesix-storey building, þicking off female targets
before he tumed the gun on himself.

'We feel very vulnerable right now,' said Michelle Mor-
rison...

'It's an attack against women, feminists, and human
beings. We need to moum the loss of these people. It's some-
thing every woman is feeling right now.'

Thevigil turned ugly as a group of women trying to p¡event
a man from addressing the crowd grappled foi cóntr-ol of a
megaphone.

As the can4lelight vigil wound up, a group of women
denounced aman foraddressing the gathering of 2,0¡0 moume¡s
outside the school, saying it was a rally for women.

Then one woman told the crowd that the slaughter ,shows

the extreme of hatred from men which women must live with in
our society.'

She was drowned out by boos and catcalls from male and
female students in the crowd. (IS, Dec8,A17)

The feminist interpretation, whilepresent, is subsumed under the narrative, and counteracted

immediately by the mention that men and women denounced the woman's views.

The coverage of the Thunder Bay vigil also vividly illusrates how feminist voices ca¡

be undermined. This vigil became newsworthy simply because men were excluded; this
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became the angle in th¡ee headline pieces out of the five papers in the sample.33 The variable

nature of the framing of news stories becomes evident in the way that three differing papels

presented the story with a slightly different focus. In the Toronto st , the theme ofexcluding

men is evident in the headline "Men are barred from vigil in Ontario" and the opening

paragraph. Within the story, the feminist interpretation is given a lot of play and analysis.

However, the story ends with a quote by Joe Vanderweed. Even though the quote acts as

a counter-source, it reinforces the angle introduced in the opening paragraph and acts to

undermine the feminist content of the story:

Organizers wjll ba¡ men from attending a vigil tonight to
mourn the women killed in the Montréal maisacre.

- . 'It's a.personal, emotio_nal event,' Anna Demebakopoulos
of the Northem lVomen's Cenre said yesterday. ,We áre not
excludil_g_,men- from the issue, we are challengiíg them to take
responsibility for the issue of male violence tÈem-=selves.

'Women need a time to get together to mourn the loss
themselves to realize that... it's you, it's your daughter, it's your
mother who are victims of male violencé.'

DemeEakopolous said women will not be able to express
their hurt and anger as openly if men attend the vigil.

I think women suppress their emotions and gdef and its
relevance to,p,er_sonal lives in a mixed group,' she õaid, adding
that she would üke to see men organize their own event.

But Alderman Joe Vanderweed said he does not approve
of a segregated vigil.

'I thinl it's crazy, extreme,' he said. 'I find it radical even,
maybe some kind of mind tenorism,'

When something this horrible happens, 'we should all hang
ou¡ heads together,' he said (TS, Dec9,A13).

The Winnipeg Free P¡ess version put even more emphasis on the exclusion of men.

The opening paragraph set the angle with: "Organizers will ba¡ men from attending a vigil

tonight to mourn the women killed in the MonEéal massacre, a decision one city alderman

33 In addition to the three headline pieces, the Thunder Bay vigil was also mentioned in
the Çaìga,ry F.Ierald within a piece a6out sexism, emphasizi-ng tñar men had been ba¡red,
a¡d that the decision had been called radical and a trpe of rnlnd terrorism
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calls crazy, exûeme and radical." The story contains the comments made by Demetrako-

poulos and inÍoduces Vanderweed's perspective by saying he does not approve of a

segregated vigil "And I don't think the people of Thunder Bay are going to approve of it,"

This perspective is fu¡ther reinforced by Rick Smith, a radio news cornmentator, who

... received about 35 telephone calls yesterday from people who
s-aid they were angry about the exclusion of riren froin tire vigil.
'Ninety per cent of the callers were women,' he said. ,I heã¡d
from a man who said he has been urged to feel a sense of col-
lective guilt because he's a ma¡. Wontt you let us associate with
the fathers of the daughters - why must we be associated with
the crazed kille¡?' Smirh asked. (WFP,Dec8,8).

In the Montréal Gazette, the comments made by Demetrakopoulos were not included,

but the focus was on a letter which was distributed ât the vigil, The headline read "Men

barred from Thunder Bay vigil: 'These deaths are your creations'. "

Men are to blame for Wednesday's massacre at the Uni-
versité de Monuéal where 14 women were killed bv a zun -
wielding man, said an open lener distributed last riight-at a
segregated vigil where mðn were barred.

'This is a men's issue, this is men's violence, this terrorism
ald these deaths are your creations and your shame,' Sasha
Mclnnes wrote in the letter to the men of tliis Northem Ontario
city.

Mclnnes's lettet was passed among the 56 women at the
candlelight vigil orgarized by the Northern Women's Centre.

. The lette¡ challenged men to join forces to stop violence
against women and child¡en.

While the women, many wearing black armbands, prayed,
sang, chanted and lit candles, six men and one woman held tiei¡
own vigil ac¡oss the sfeet.

Rev. Keith Ashford organized the vigil in the wake of rhe
negative reaction to the women-only vigil.

'(the vigil) is not anti-men,' said Jennifer Tett, the lone
woman who wanted to join the men.
'It is a time forwomen to mourn on theirown and to be together,'
she said.

At the other service, 14 candles were placed on a rainbow
on the floor in the middle of the room.

One woman burned pieces of a tree branch in each ca¡rdle
dish. She said,when spiriti leave the body abruptly, as in violent
deaths, they often don't know where they are (MG,Decl0,A5)
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The focus of the story then tums to the Engi¡eering white scarfs campaign.

The tone in this story is significant. Although there is some explanation as to what is

going on at this "women-only" event, the lead-in to the story did not stress male violence

nor men ending male violence, but the fact that men had been excluded. In addition, the

framing of the vigil made it sound somewhat bizarre, like a fringe activity in which only a

small proportion of women would be interested.

In the coverage of these stories, we have seen that the issues at hând - about male

violence and ending male violence - are ¡educed to conflict and to individuals (the two

rvomen who "blamed" men). By focusing on the conflict, it is possible to ignore the contenr

of the messages and report the news "event" divorced from the larger issue. By focusing

on individuals, the ¡eader is led to beiieve that many women do not share the feelings of the

women at the vigil.

In conEast to thecoverage ofthe ThunderBayvigil andtheMonnéal vigil, the coverage

of the vigil held at the university of roronto had a significant feminist angle.s Both the

Globe a¡d Mail coverage and the Toronto star coverage emphasized the connections

between the massacre a¡d the violence women live with every day. In both pieces, however,

the angle of vioience against women is not inÍoduced in the lead paragaph. The Globe

piece had many more sou¡ces from women activists than the Sft¡, and included a more

thorough discussion of violence against women. The Globe piece, headlined "violence

against women assailed" starts:

34 The only mention of,a vigil held in Calgary appeared in a piece about a fo¡um held
about "sexism." It brie_fly-mentioned that a vigil had been held. ("Calgary sha¡es in
Mont¡éal's sor¡ows" CH,Decg,fp)
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Weeping and holding one arìother for comfort, hundreds
of women and men - most of them students, professors, politi-
cians a¡d community activists - met yesterdatbefore a statue of
acrucified woman on the University of Toronto campus to mourn
the 14 women who were mu¡dered in Monuéal on Wednesday
night.

For many, the massacre was the brutal culmination of a
season of escalating violence and hatred di¡ected at women,
especially toward those who are fyi¡g to make their way in
professions - such as engineering - whidh have Eaditionally not
welcomed women ...

. - 
ACai¡ and again, whether they were speaking during the

brief service or just talking among themsèlves, the wo=men
desc¡ibed the hosúle society around them. (G&M,Dec8,þ early
edition)

Similarly, the Toronto Sta¡ piece is headlined " 'Never again' should be vow women

plead" and begins:

The dead were moumed with tea¡s, furv a¡rd disbelief.
About 500 men and women gathered ai the University of

Toronto yesterday for a vigil in 
-memory of the 14 \¡voilen

massac¡ed on the University of Monréal campus by a lone
gunman with a hatred for feminist women.

Some clutched flowers. Many sang feminist anthems.
Some prayed. Others wept openly.
'Any of us who've had any experiences with violent men in our
lives are feeling this deeply toãay,' said Alice de Wotff ...

Othe¡ members of Metro area women's groups wamed the
killings are a sign of pervasive anti-feriale' attitudes ..,
(TS,Dec8,A17)

It is significant that all of the sources in both of these stories supported the main angle of

the piece and that neither of the stories mentioned conflict.

The coverage of the vigil in winnipeg also took on a feminist perspective. Headlined

"Moumers 'full of rage'," the opening paragraphs set the angle:

They came d¡enched in sadness, prepared to mourn the
needless loss of 14 lives in a Monréal shooting rampage.

But the more than 300 people who gathèred lãsinieht at
the Maniloba Legislative nìitaing left'an emotional'vigil
charged with arryeiand resolved to püt an end to violence against
women. (WFP,Dec8,þ)
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Coverage of thevigils was a likely spacefor a ferninist analysis to appear in my sample.

Mostly organized by women's goups, the vigils were designed to make a political srate-

ment.35 However, this coverage was not predominantly feminist. The vigils which received

national attention were the ones in ThunderBay ard Montréal, and were deemed newsworthy

because of conflict, not because of violence against women. In addition, the few stories

which dealt with violence against women always started with a general mourning angle,

which moved into violence against women. The feminist voice was therefore not dominant

in coverage of a feminist event.

Pushing for change: ending violence against women

Although there were several pieces which made connections between the massacre

and violence against women, only one news story had ending violence against women as

its main focus. This was a piece about the Prime Minister, Brian Mulroney, where the

connection to violence against women emerged as a result of criticism from the opposition

members in Parliament.36 The headline reads "PM deplores violence against women as Mps

dema¡d action." The story begins:

Violence against women 'is one of the most serious
problems in our society' Prime Minister Bria¡r Mul¡onev told
Parliament yesterday ás opposition MPs demanded action to
combat violence.

'We will act to - as much as possible - rid our societv of
violence because it is affecting wo^men's condition and sotial
justice,' he said.

35 And when.the vigils we_re-not o.rgar.uzgd by women, such as at the poly, it became
obvious that there were still femi¡ists in the irowd.
36 only.one oth.. ro*çs ¡efgned to Mulroney.making a corunent about violence against
women (in TSÐec8,fp). \f¡lron-ey stated thatthe fact that women were targetted m;de
the massac¡e all the more "brutal."
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. Mulroney said he had djscussed the problem when he met
wttn temale students ât the Ecole polytechnique, the scene of
Wednesday's massacre of 14 women. (tr¿C,OåS,e¿)

This is the only indication in the media coverage that Mulroney was prepared to take action

to stop violence against women. Yet, his statement appoars to be a puely political one;

designed to make him look as if he is taking action without committing himself to any

potential changes.3T To this extent, it would seem that the government was more concemed

with discussing measures pertaining to gun control than taking steps to ameliorate violence

against women in society.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I have discussed th¡ee diffe¡ent categories of news stories: articles

which attempted to explain the causes of the massacre; articles which covered events

connecûod to the massacre; and articles suggesting what needs to be changed in society in

orde¡ to avoid another massacre. These news stories were classified acco¡ding to whether

they fit into a crime discourse or a feminist discourse. overwhelmingly, the crime discourse

was dominant within the news coverage. The explanation of the causes of the massacre

centered mainly around Lépine's behaviour. Thefunerals and memorial sewices were never

presented from a feminist perspective, and the coverage of vigils (which were intrinsically

feminist in nature) was not necessarily from a feminist angle, The only issue singled out

as a means of promoting change was gun control, thereby ignoring the b¡oader issue of

ending violence against women.

since the feminist voice a¡d the issue of violence against women have been subor-

37 It is also notewoÍhy to mention that joumalists thought this empty political response
was wofihy of a headline.
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dinated within the "objective" news stories, this raises questions about types of writing that

are not reportorial in form ând that do not rely on sources. Would these be framed in the

same way? Would they have the same angle? SpecificaJly, to what extent is a feminist

analysis present in editoriaìs, columns, features, and letters? These forms ofmediacoverage

will be the focus of Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
AN ANALYSIS OF THE NON.NEWS STORIES

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter Three, I hypothesized that non-news articles, because they did not follow

the same format as news stories, would allow for more analysis and inclusion of a feminist

discou¡se. Editorials, colum¡s and feature articles will be the focus of this chapter. Letters

will aìso be examined. In contrast to other forms of media reporting and coverage, letters

offer a space for ¡eade¡s' voices to be hea¡d.

As we saw in Chapær Four, news stories take on a reportorial form; their aim is to

flesh out the "facts." In conÍast, non-ne\ s coverage focused mainly on issues raised by

the massac¡e. As people tried to make sense ofthe massacre, they hypothesized whatcaused

it and what social (if any) changes were necessary to end such violence. More important,

this typs of wdting did contain a significant amount of feminist analysis and, in some

instances, the feminist voice was dominant. In the case of featu¡es and columns, articles

about gun control or other individualized solutions to crime were rare to non-existent.

However, more negative reaction to a feminist interpretation also appeared in the non-news

coverage than in the news stories, especially within letters.

while the discussion in chapter Fou¡ centered on a comparison of the crime discourse

and the feminist discourse, my intention in this chapter is to investigaûe the extent to which

a feminist discourse was present in editorials, features, columrs and lette¡s. The chapter

will be divided into two sections: the fi-rst will consider opinion pieces (ed.itorials, columns,

and features) while the second will examine letters to the editor.38

38 It was-not always possible to deûermine the sex of the authors of these pieces. When
the sex of a writer is not mentioned, it is because it is not known,
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NON-NEWS PIECES: Editorials, columns, features

Editorials

In my sample, there were nine editorials. Of these nine, four specifically featured gun

control, two were more general (briefly mentioning violence against women but focusíng

on gun control as a solution) and th¡ee specifically featu¡ed violence against women.

'Writings 
on gun controlfocused on theideaofLépine asinsane. Oneeditorial (,,Taking

a look at gun control"; 'WFP,Dec14,6) urged stricter conEol of guns in order to preven! a

"seriously deranged person" such as Lépine from accessing weapons. The author suggested

that it took what happened in Monféal to realize that "this country can produce murde¡ous

madmen too." These editorials assumed that access to weapons (especially by an insane

person) was the main causal factor of the murde¡s, Therefore, gun confol was presented

as a way to limit the potential for this type of murder to occur again. Although one of the

four editorials did mention misogyny and the "unanswerable questions" that misogyny

"poses," gun control was the main focus. It was viewed as a temporary solution, as damage

conEol:3e "No one can properly claim that Marc Lépine would still have murdered every

one of those young women if he had been unable to get his hands on a weapon specifically

designed for multiple killing" ("Control the Guns"; MG,Dec9,B2).

T\ o editorials which struggled to make sense of the massacre mentioned violence

against women as an explanation for Lépine's behaviour; but the change suggested did not

focus on ending this violence. For instance, "Beyond Understanding" (MG,Decg,B2)

suggested that, while the massacre was "incomprehensible" and Lépine was a 
,'lunatic,,' the

39 By''damage conEol" I mean that the focus is on reducing the number of deaths made
possible b-y each gun; by limiting the size of magazines, deãths may be lessened (but not
avoided altogether).
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event raised questions about violence against women. The solution suggested, horvever,

was gun control. similarly, another editorial w¡iter - while willing to concede that violence

against women exists - resisted drawing the connection between violence against women

and the massacre:

Some commentators connect his act to therelations between men
and women in general, but Marc Lépine was a madman. Most
of the violence which men inflict on women is different both in
sca-le a¡d in kind from the act of Marc Lépine. Tens of thousands
of women do suffer male violence, especially from husbands and
lovers, sometimes from strangers. llie perpêtators are sane and
their behaviour is reasonably predicta6le :., Domestic violence
is as se¡ious a crime this week as it was last week. It should not
be Eeated differently because of Ma¡c Lépine,s crime ... there
is no b¡oader social significance here. (,'tessons f¡om a mass
murder"; WFP,Dec9,18)

while violence against women was treated as a secondary consideration in the above

pieces, three editorials did d¡aw a clear connection between the massacre and misogyny. In

one, Lépine's actions were viewed as decidedly social in their origins:

Crazed as he may well travg been, the killer who carefully sep-
arated males from females before the shooting began absorbêd
his attitudes from the society around hirñ'. -Collectively,
uncon-s_ciously and sometimes òvertly, we have provided hiin
with all the context (albeit wildly distorted) he neaãed ... Despite
the changes that have been made - or poslibly because of tliem
- the¡e is fertile ground for the misoplnist oi male chauvinist.
("Why were women in the gunsight?iiG&M,Dec8,A6)

In a similar fashion, another editorial claimed that:

. 
Despite what some are saying, it is exEemely difficult to

see this as an isolated incident ierp¡tuated by a mádman. yes,
the killer appears to have been ã ciazed individual.

But what cannot be ignored is that his madness was not
developed in a societal vacuum. He was livingin an envi¡onment
whe¡e the hostile reaction to women and thel¡ advancement has
become palpable.

. In that regard, some of the excessively violent language
usedrecently... at Queen's University, mocking a woman'írigit
to say "no,' comes to_mind. ("Moritréal masiac¡e: A couritry
moums"; TS,Dec8,A30)
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Another common theme in these th¡ee editoriaìs was the continuum ofviolence against

women:

(Lépine)... used a semi-automatic rifle, butthat is only one deadlv
part of the arsenal turned daily against women. Fisté are still thä
qreferred weapons in domestic disputes - marginally less violent
than firearms, but as ugly and sometimes fatal. There is a wide
range of psychological artillery. Some was observed ... in the
House of Commons where, in 1982, Margaret Mitchell, a New
Democ¡atic Party MP, was greeted with jokes and laughler when
she raised the subject of wife-beating. 

-("Why 
were-women in

the gunsight?"; G&M,Dec8,A6)

Simiìarly, "Women on fring line" claims:

After Mont¡éal the implicit violence, verbal snipping, demean_
ing sexistjokes, and pornographic depiction of ri,ômen will take
on a macabre dimension. Recent campus controve¡sies over
panty raids, offensive posters and sarcastic slogans may pale in
comparisons to the shootings but such instancés will te inevi-
tably connected as a symptom is connected to the cause of a
disease. (CH,Dec8,A4)

Two of these editorials also make brief suggestions for change: theslo.be_a¡rd$êil

suggested that "it is time for men to talk with men about their continuing oppression of

women" (Dec8,A6); andtheToronto Star suggestedthat the struggle against haEed of women

must be pu-rsued "not just in Parliament and the courts, but in ou¡ homes, classrooms and

places of work" (Dec8,A30).

In summary, the majority (two-thirds) of the editorials supported a¡r individualized

reading of Lépine, with gun control as a suggested solution. one-third of the editorials

connected the massacre to violence against women, and suggested deeper societal change.

out of the th¡ee types of writing to be considered in this chapter, editorials contained the

least amount of analysis on violence against women.
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Columns

There were 29 columns from my sample which were considered appropr.iate for

inclusion.a. out of these 29, onry three specifically urged people to support gun control.

Three other pieces supported the crime discourse: one was backlash against a feminist

interpretation, one concemed itself with mass murder, and one called for the death penalty.

compared to the editorials, columns contained significantly more feminist content.

Approximately fifty percent (16) of the colum¡s dealt with femi¡ist concems, such as the

frequency of violence against women and fea¡ that women feel because of it. In addition,

th¡ee columns attempted to make sense of the massacre more generally and fou¡ colum¡s

had a general theme about mourning. Five of these seven pieces made mention of violence

against women.

Only three (male) columnists specifically focused on gun confrol. One of these col-

umns referred to Lépine as an "insa¡e psychopath" ("Shops of hor¡ors need not exist in

peacelime"; MG,Dec8,A3) and another desc¡ibed him as "deranged" (,,Talking about guns

won't stop horror"; CH, Dec?l,A4). Working on the assumption that Lépine was insane,

the latter column suggested banning guns in order to reduce the numbe¡ of victims because

once someone "gets to that deranged point" the "rage can be directed anywhere"

(CH,Dec2i,A4).

Although these two colum¡s suggest banning guns as a solution, another male col-

umnist argued that, since semi-automatic weapons will be around for a long time, one course

40 Four columns which dealt with the media and its coverage were not included in the
analysis. One praises CBC Newsworld for its coverage, oné Monqéal writer was dis-
gusted by the fact that Newswo¡ld did not come through in MonEéal and so he was unin-
formed, and two dealt \¡¡ith reader protests against the photo of Anne-Ma¡ie Edwa¡d, dead
in her chai¡. These do not specificãlly deal wirh locusbf the problem.
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of action would be to reduce the size of magazine allowed for these guns. Again, the idea

ofgun control as damage control comes up, without the suggestion of actually banning guns;

although magazine "¡estrictions might nothave detened suicidal Lépine" the death toll might

have been lower ("Reducing power worth a shot" CH, Dec12,A4).

Only one column could be described as a "backlash,' piece, It suggested that, despite

women's progtess into "male preserves," the "conflictual wing of the feminist movement,

particularly outside of Quebec, is in the process of hijacking last wed¡esday's tragedy for

its own ends." This male columnist called fe¡ninists extremists for drawing connections

between male violence and the massacre:

In the past few days, we've seen Ma¡c Lépine hansformed into
a symbol not only of rapists and wife-beãters but of men who
consume pornography, who oppose abortion-on-demand or,
even, who Ieer at women in swilnming pools. What's going on
here? One madman falls off the edge-air¿ kills 14 woñren-and
the. nextthingyou know any man wÏb has tolerated a seúst joke
to b€ told in his presence is practically lumped into the säme
91Jeêo{.^ (lO_.ntario, Quebec see massãcre differentty";
TS,Dec12,A21)

The author sees our society as "the relatively promising wo¡ld that Marc Lépine, in his

madness, blocked out for 14 young women - not the feã-ridden, male-dominated hell being

depicted by some who would speak in thei¡ name."

contrary to the perceived irrelevance of making the connection to male violence

suggested in the column above, seventeen colum¡s did deal with such connections. This

took a number of foms.

Several columns argued that the society we live in is misogynist and thereby gave

Lépine the justificarion which he needed. For example one male columnist argued that:

... madness usually has a method in it, a content shaped by the
society in 

-which 
it occu¡s. And this was no exceptioi ,.. [The]

thought of the günman selecting his victims, sì:pæating tire
women simply because they were women, is chilliñgly pæallel
to the Nazis selecting Jews just because they were Jéws-. Adolf
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Hitler was a madman, But he came from a background of latent
and overt anti-Semitism. And that background helped shape his
mu¡derous intent ... Even such killers tend to frame thei¡ reãsons
in a form they think gives them justification, that will be
acceptable to other people. (CH,Dec9,A4)

ConEary to the view that Lépine's violence was ¡andom, several columnists suggested

thatwomen experience various types ofviolence everyday. Forinstance, one male columnist

discussed a woman who was laken hosøge by her date and how it taught her

,.. what every woman in Montréal knows today: The École
Polytechnique massacre may have been the isolaied work of a
single psychopath, but it is also a honifying extension of
some4ing that goes on between men and wómen every day.

From the barmaid who endures pats and pinches 20 times
a night to the secretary who has to walk by wolf-whistling
construction worke¡s to the woman whose heart pounds wheñ
she feels a sEan€er following her on the stre€t, it is nearly
impossible to find a woman who has not been brutalized by somê
man at some time in he¡ life.

You don't have to be a feminist to know what goes on. Just
look and listen. Women are beaten by husbands and boyfriends,
1¿unted by sexist fools, followed on the sFeet, resented on the
j9_b,, They h¿ve to be aware every moment of every day of pos-
sibilities which occur to a man only if he decides io take a
midnight sEoU in the South B¡onx.

The Monréal Dailv News screams .WHY?' on its front
page yesterday ... and runs its usual pin-up of 'bubbly Babette'
inside. A group of men sta¡e at a bikini contest on TV, and then
one of them says: 'If my wife ever wore something like that I'd
beat the s--t out of her.' ("Reliving the tenor of á date with a
'normal' guy"; MG, Dec9,A3)

The far-reaching types of violence were illusEated by another male columnist:

... all women were the target of the executioner at the École
Polytechnique. A madman took to demented exEemes a battle
against the more vulnerable sex which is enacæd daily without
the,sound of gqnfire in so many fields across this côuntry ...
[including the House of Commons] ... The absence of worñen,
their lack of power, is only one dimension of female reality in
Can¿da. Another, more brutal and di¡ect... [example is a reiort
on family violencel ... It accumulates the evidenõe of the war
against females in the form of sexual molestation of infants and
children, battering of wives and girlfriends, tormenting of aged,
enfeebled mothers and grandmothe¡s. An entire industry of
publications and videos specializes in portraying womei as
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dying to be degraded in bondage to male sexuality... We can
only guess at the impoverishment of our lives- especially the
lives of girls and women but all lives- because oursociety has
not yet made peace with women. Till then, it -zurd we- ca¡not be
whole a¡d at peace. ("Massacre jolts all to reflect on place of
nation's women"; MG,Dec8,B3)

Two columns specifically discussed women fearing physical violence. For instance,

one male columnist compares the fear that he feels in New Yo¡k with the fea¡ that women

must feel everyday: "Women know that violence against them and resentment of their

emancipation is nothing new." He continues by noting that - while it would be comforting

to think of the massacre âs isolated, as random -

... what makes tìe incident at the École Polytechnique so d.is-
turbing, so horrifying, is that the 14 dead viciims weie deliber-
ately chose-n because oftheir sex and their occupation. They were
separated from their male golleagues, then shbt to death: Only
women were killed at the Ecole Polytechnique, and they were
killed only because they were women.

Once again, women have beçome victims of phy.sical
violence because they are women. If the incident at the iÉcole
Polytechnique is an isolated one, it is isolated only in its degree
of its violence and insanity ...
... there is a deeper, more serious problem facing us than the
rpady availability of semi-automatic rifles that the incident at the
Ecole Polyæchnique should have brought to public conscious-
ness. The problem is that one-half of us are not free from vio-
lence, fear, intimidation and hatred, simply because of sex. And
it will not be solved quickly or easily. ("Massacre reveals stark
face of fear"; MG,Dec9,B3)

A female columnist, who also dealt with fear of violence in women's lives, noted the

denial that the massacre had anything to do with violence against women: "Because he

separated men from \{omen, they're calling it a human Eagedy, nothing to do with women,

with men's hat¡ed fo¡ them and rage toward them." The writer argued that ending the

violence is up to men:
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There is nothing more women can do for men. It,s men who
have to stop blaming women for their own failures, who hâve to
stop taking their rage out on women ... It's men who must rec-
ognize that every_time they tell a sexist joke, they're helping to
c¡eate a climate where some madman can kill the women they-'ve
degraded ... It's men who must see that this man's madiess
wouldn't have focused on women if he hadn't lived in a world
that tåcitly accepts hafed of women, where violence against
women is taken seriously only by women. I want men-to be
gpfaggd by this act of violence ... I want men to take responsi_
[rllty for themselves. ("Suddenly, no woman can feel 

-safe,,;

CH,Dec10,C2)

In addition to the columns which specifically focused on feminist concems' some

columns which focused on mourning or making sense of the massacre also mentioned the

connection felt by some women between violence in thei¡ lives a¡rd the massac¡e. For

instance, one male columnist writing about mouming stat€d:

... if ceremonies inside the building were quiet and dignified,
there were explosions of sorrow añd angei outside. Cãrtainlí
there is enormous sadness over the señseless mu¡der of li
vibrant, intelligent, hard-working young women. There is also
certainty, a¡nong women at least, that Marc Lépine's ouEase is
simply a logical extension of what thev enãu¡e everv ãav.
("Anger rnixès with sorrow fo¡ the slain";'Mc,Detl l,Aj)

Similarly, another male columnist, when writing about mouming, noted:

The immediate response of women ac¡oss Canada to \Vednes-
day's massacre, their sEong identifïcation with the dead victims,
suggests that they experience the same conditions in their lives,
the same th¡eat of violence, the same hostility towa¡ds women
and feminism, as their sisters in Quebec. ("Serise of family drew
people closer: mourners came to protest sexism but also to tell
relatives they care"; MG,Dec 12,Ii3)

A feminist analysis, then, was much more prominent in the writing of columnists than

in the editorials. columnists used their space to elaborate quite extensively on an analysis

of violence against women. This was also the case with features.
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Features

There were 18 featu¡es in my sample. overwhelmingly, thi¡teen featu¡es dealt with

the theme of violence against women and sexism: ten argued that the massacre was an

example of the violence against women which is eommon in society; another two included

this perspective in a debate about the causes of the massacre; a¡rd one feature connected the

massacre to sexism on campuses. out of the five ¡emaining features, two contained backlash

themes: one specifically against the feminist definition of "violence" and another against

themedia's reaction to themassacrein general, Two features elaborated on the social creation

of mass murderers. Finally, one feature discussed a village mourning one of the women

who was killed, Sonia Pelletier.

one woman wrote a special featu¡e about her own abusive ¡elationship, she stated

that Lépine's act was both mad and an expression of male hatred of women, and drew a

connection between Lépine and other abusive men:

There's little doubt Lépine was a profoundly disturbed indi_
vidual. If he were not, the mæsacre would nol have happened.
But what is significant for women is that he blamed u-s fo¡ a
that had ever gone wrong in his lif¡. In this way, he was no
different from any man who beats his wife or girÉriend or is in
any lesse.r degree aggressive toward women foibeing women .,.
Those who ¡efuse to see the connection - mostly meni argue that
Y..t" Iip+ç wasìot a typical sexist; he simply had isycho_
logical problems. Of cou¡sè he did. Bur there i3 ño violèni man
on earth who ca¡ claim to be a whole person. (,'The system let
me down when I said 'no mo¡e' to vioience: M'C, De4i0,D2)

Two featu¡es dealt with women and the fea¡ that living in a misogynist society

produces. For example, one author wrote that she now feels mo¡e afraid after the massacre:

_ . _ The guy is dead, his hared spent. But he won in the end.
It's just as he wanted. Marc Lépinê tives on through mv feæ.

Actually, serial murdereis do it much bettei. Máss mur-
derers hit with a flash and they're gone in a flash. Marc Lépine
is dead. He can't climb up io m--y window. But the Boiton
Strangler, Ted Bundy- they scared women over the long term by
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killing us on_e by one by one. That works. That sca¡es us in ways
that last a lifetime ...

The guy moved women's fea¡s into high gear for a few
days. They'll go back to the backburner eventuaìly, but they,re
always there. You just iearn to live with them. You aúoid
shadowy places, groups ofboisterous young men in lonety parks.
You lock your car doors as you sit inside warming it uþ in the
back parking lot. You're used to it ...

I asked another woman at work if Lépine's actions had put
some fear inro her. 'Nope. He was just a cracþot. I didn,t lóok
at it really as a gestue against women. He could have attacked
any qgup.' Later she said: 'Maybe I'm strange for not being
scared.'

Ofcourse she'srightnotto b€ scared. But then amale editor
spluttered, 'What does it mean, this-this- misogyny,' as if ít was
the worst profanity he had ever muttered. He was ouÍaged while
I was overcome by fright. ("Fear is legacy women share after
killer's hate is spent" MG,Dec9,fp)

Two features, writæn by men, urged men to stop theh violence towards women. One

male author urged men to underst¿nd how there is a war against women by men:

'But he was sick,' good men will say. Of course he was sick! Of
course all men don't thi¡k like that! But let good men not hide.
Let us not look the other way. There were no men on Marc
Lépine's hitlistand good men must look ha¡der to findthe¡eason
why. Men abuse women. Men throw the punches. Men pull the
trigger. Men- build the walls. And only nien can end ìt. 

^Why 
is

violence against women the domain of women? How did a mán,s
fist in a woman's face ever get to be awoman's issue? Why do
civilized men continue to hurt the women they love? 'Be caim,'
a.young man told an angry young \roman at the vigil for the
victims the other night. He was wrong. This is no timð for calm.
This is a time for anger. Men's anger. This is not a job for the
women's goups, not just another beef for woments lib. Ou¡
daughters are afraid of us, If ever there was a time to say it: This
is a job for men. ("We mourn all our daughters"; MG,Dec10,fp)

One feature provided a critique of a backlash against feminism which was occurring

in the media. It was argued that ìromen æe framing the massacre within a social context

that creates misogyny and tolerates it. Yet, while the social context has appeared in the

media coverage it has
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... fanned the flames ofa seething anti-feminist backlash di¡ected
at feminism as a social movemeñt and against individual women
who identify themselves (or are idenrifieã by orhers) as feminists.
(" 'Men cannot know the feelings of fear'j yet a¡ anti-feminist
backlash has been intensified by the masiacre in Monnéal,';
G&M,Dec12,A7)

According to the (female) author, thee types of backlash occu¡¡ed: fust, the shootings were

not necessarily being recognized as a¡ act of violence specifically against women; second,

the theory of Lépine as madman was seen as a type of backlash:

The appeal to mental illness is a familiar excuse. lVe a¡e often
told, especially by psychiafists, tlat men who beat or murder
their wives, rape little girls or boys, or sexuaìly attack women
are "sick." They are not like other i'normal" men. Judging by the
prevalence of these problems, there must be a great many men
who aren't "normal" in ou¡ societv. (,' ,Men cannot know the
feelings of fear'; yet an anti-feminist'backlash has been inten-
sified by the massacre in Montréal"; G&M,Dec12,A7)

Third, the¡e is an explicit hostility towards women, especially feminists, who are seen to

use the Eagedy as a "vehicle for feminist diatribe. "

Two features could be described as "backlash" pieces, as they were designed to counter

the feminist interpretation ofthe massacre (which the autho¡s saw as dominant in the media).

For instance, one male author argued that, because of feminist claims that violence is

endemic, the meaning of the wo¡d "violence" had taken on an elasticity. He wrote that:

The shock of the killings in MonnéaI comes larselv from thei¡
rarity. Wanton death _ñas been an inescapablipárt of being
human, and_anyo,ne who wants to know about da-y+o-day viol
lence should read some history, or spend a night in New York
... (To make the case that violence is èndemic) ieminists have to
th¡ow in (and then throw out) everything from panty raids to
magazine ads to David Cronenbeig móvies. -A 

s-tudent at
Q-ueen's, with a straight face, managed to equate "gender bias"
of her curriculum with thekillings. (Always mistrusttwo abstract
nouns lined up together) ... Confronted ri.¡ith real, sick violence
in .Monréal, the lobbyists against pom and immature male
attitudes see everything as a point on the same continuum.
("Word Play: Violence and Anger"; G&M,Dec9,D6)
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This, according to the author, will incite violence on the part of women:

Where does this loose use of language lead? To anger and fear,
first of all. At a vigil held in Tõron-to, the particii'ants sung á
strarìge song with the warped words, "We are gentle, angry
people and we æe singing, singing for our lives.'' Anger, alãd,
breeds anger and even Marc Lépine was once the victim of
s_of39le's^ anger. ("Word Play: Violence and Anger";
G&M,Dec9,D6)

This type ofbacklash was certainly not dominantin the features category of my sample.

Rather, the connection to violence against women was the most prominent theme. Other

reactions to a feminist interpretåtion, ranging from disagreement to anger, did figure quite

prominently in the letters in my sample.

A PUBLIC VOICE: Letters

Letters are in a different category than the above threecategories ofnon-news coverage,

as they allow interpretations of non-joumalists and ¡eaders to emerge from the news dis-

cou¡se. Which letters run, however, it is still an editorial decision. A key question, then,

is: do the letters which are printed reflect the crime discourse which is dominant in the news

coverage or will there be altemate interpret¿tions ¡eflected in the letters?

The¡e were 54 letters in my sample which were considered appropriate for inclusion.ar

Letters \ryere much more difficult to classify (by discourse type), as people who wrote the

lette¡s did not necessarily stick to one topic.a2 However, letters which appeared generally

41 The¡e were a total of 67 Iette¡s in my sample. Among the letters not considered: sev-
eral letters which dealt with the "tasteléssnesi" of the mèdia coverage, especially of the
picture of Anne-Marie Edward which was run; a couple of letters eipressing srátitude
that Lépine had killed himself, and a couple of generãl personal letteis.

42 Some letters mentioned several issues without connecting them in a way which made
sense or supported their argument. This could have been dué to heavy editing of the let-
ters.
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fell into themes which either individualized Lépine or connected him to wider violence.a3

Among those which individualized Lépine, there were nine letters which supported the

view of Lépine as a sick individua.l, either as a product of u¡ban decay and general glori-

fication of violence, or as a product of a being mentally ill a¡rd not ¡eceiving adequate care.

Gun control was suggested as a preventative meastue against violence in eight of the letters;

although two of these eight mentioned violence against women, gun control was suggested

as the immediate solution. Two letters supported the rights of citizens to own guns in order

to defend themselves against insane gunmen.

Apploximately one-half of the letters (23) concerned violence against women,

misogyny, or sexism. of these 23, three urgedgun control as one solution to end the violence.

In addition, two letters connected the massacre to other social change which was needed to

avoid such violence in the future,

Finally, there were 10 letters which I labelled "Reaction to the Feminist Interptetation"

which also individualized Lépine. These letters ranged from simple disagreement that men

we¡e to blame for the massacre o¡ that the massacre was a type of violence against women,

to forms of backlash in which feminists were blamed for the massacre or angrily accused

of being "opportunistic" for "using" the massacre to further awateness of violence against

women,

Theletters which blamed Lépine's actions on socialdecay orinsanity are quite different

from the reaction letters, as they are not reacting to an argument so much as putting forth

thei¡ own. The 10 letters which appeared which disagreed with a feminist interpretation

43 It would be misleading to label these "crime" o¡ "feminist', discourses, as the argu-
ments made are a lot mo¡e far-reaching and vague than the arguments which appeñed in
the news stories.
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argued against statements which had already been made in the media. In this section, then,

I will illustrate the differences in these letters by including examples of letters which dealr

with social decay, violence against women, and reaction to a feminist interpretation.

Social Decay

In these nine w¡itings, two main suggestions were made: that the massacre was caused

by social breakdown, and that Lépine failed to receive adequate mental heath ca¡e. One

male writer attributed the social breakdown to low morals:

Why does it take the mu¡der of 14 innocent women fo¡ us to look
at ourselves and wonder what is wrong with society? ... Have
our morals gone so low that we only care about those crimes that
are reported? ... Come on Monreal, let's be the frst to raise ou¡
morals a fe\ry notches and then others will be su¡e to follow. (,,Let
us raise our morals" MG,Dec19,82)

Another male writer connected the coldness ofsociety and the rejection of "eccentric"

people:

Marc Lépine may have chosen to place the guilt on broken
relationships, but much more likelv the root oi the anser ard
frusrrarioniet in his fo¡mative yea¡i.(sic) The basic faci is that
he_was probably subjected to much mental cruelty in his life,
either deliberately or accidental (sic) ... Ch¡istrnas is a wonder-
fully warm and repairing time ... Reach out to those lost souls,
so in need of someone to talk to ... Rather than ignoring that
eccentric and sEange person that lives next door, down the street
or inside ou¡selves, we have to get to the root causes of the
problem. ("How many mo¡e mass murderers?" MG, Dec18,B2)

One couple suggested thatpreventing violence is a matter of better mental-health care:

The tragic events at the University of Montreal have deeply
saddened both men and women alike ... If responsible, carin!
human beings of all sexes, colors and retigiôns wouid banã
together to encourage bener and more readily available mental
health facilities and professional counselling, perhaps we could
effect a lessening of the violence that is inc¡easinelv permeatins
sociery. ("Beneihealth care may cur violence" ÕH,becZZ,A6í
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These writers do not consider violence to be structural, but a type of illness; an illness

of society or an illness of the mind which was ignored by society. In con$ast, many letters

connected the violence of the massacre to a continuum of violence against women.

Violence against women

There were 23 letters in my sample which dealt with violence against women, sexism

ormisogyny. These letters made connections between theviolence which Lépine committed

and also named causes of Lépine's behaviours. Some named violence against women as a

men's problem md urged men to change.

Several letters made the claim that Lépine was simply part of a continuum in which

many men a¡e violent. For instance, one r¡voman wrote that the slaughter was an oufage, a

"malevolent and obscene act against women by a violent, sociopathic man."

When my initial shock abated, however, I wondered why
everyone \flas so surprised. In the time that it took Marc Lépine
to commit his crime, hund¡eds of other Canadian women were
being assaulted by men, physically, verbally, emotionally, and
sexually ... The real obscenity lies in our patriarchal, misogyn-
istic society that for all its laws and rhetoric, pays little more than
lip service to the rights of women ... The message is clear: gender
is still the most important factor in determining the quality - and
in too many cases, even the length- of a person's life. ("Real
obscenity in patriarchy"; CH,Dec22,A6)

Simi-larly, one organization connected the women who died in the massac¡e with other

women killed at the hands of men:

Thesymbolismof singling out andexecuting l4women studying
in a professional higher education faculty cannot be lost on those
who are concemed about the violence against and conEol of
womenin our culture. We moum the 14 womenkilled. We mourn
all women who are victims of violence. ("Aware of symbolism";
G&M,Dec11,A6)
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Not only was the massacre indicative ofaviolence continuum, but it was not surprising,

according to one woman, given the way men (in this case, white men) a¡e raised:

The white maÌe enters the world with the knowledge that for him
anything is possible. He will know no prejudice, for he is the
maker of laws and the ruler of govemments. However, it is these
white males who make up the majority of serial killers and masswnrle mares wno maKe up the maJonty ot senal ktllefs and mass
murderers.Instead of taking responsibility for their own personaJ
and professional failures, they tum thei¡ frustration to a¡eer andto arger and
murderers. tnstead ot talcng responsibi]I
and professional failures, they tum their

women.
blame easy, accessible târgets: visible minorities, Jews and
women. The shootinss ... happened because of societv's casualngs ... happened because of society's casual
accepta¡ce of violence against women, the nurturi;g of that
victimization and the broad misunderstandings many men have
aboutfeminism a¡d where they fìtwithin it. ("5exism-'s insidious
influence"; G&M,DecI6,D7)

Similæly, another male writer made the connections between being socialized in a

violent male culture and the massac¡e. He grew up in an atmosphere which took male

violence for granted, and he urged men to stop the violence:

This most recent crime was not an ab€rration, it came from us,
from men. It's got to stop. Silence in this manner is the silence
of consent. It's time to say in the strongest terms that violence
against w_omen i¡r any form is intolerable and will in no way be
condoned. And this must be said in the courts, in the schools and
in the-family, q-rd it must be said by men. ("It's time to speak
out"; MG,Dec20,B2)

The idea that men need to be responsible for ending thei¡ violence against women

showed up elsewhere as well. One example is a letter by a group of Winnipeg men:

We are shocked and oufaged but not surprised by the mass
murde¡ of 14 women in MonEéal. This is noian isolaied incident
perpetuated by one crazy man; it is a horrifying reminde¡ of the
misogyny faced by all women in our socleti. Male violence
ag.ai nst women must be confronted by men ard will not stop until
it is. ("Misogyny"; WFP,Dec16,19)

Some letters connected the massacre to a backlash against women. For instance, one

stated that:
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The gun ma¡ sepatated the .women from the men and charged
that the women were feminists before he so brutally mu¡deied
them. We condemn this act of hatred toward women and we are
outraged by its manifestation. Feminism seeks to achieve
equality for women. Feminists who strive toward this goal are
co.urag€ous women who envision a better world. It is chlling to
think that those who work toward this vision, or are perceiied
to, would be subject to such senseless violence... (,'Àn act of
hatred to women"; 'WFP,Dec16,19)

Anothe¡ author also connected the massacre to the backlash against women,s gains:

Any time a mi-nority seems to make a tiny bit of progress in
achieving equality, the ugly head ofvocaJ and physiial üiolence
seems to pop up. Anti-feminist activities of a few at eueens
University are similarly the magnification of attitudeì and
ignorance ofa certain segment of soõiety... The Montréal trasedv
and the open display of anti-feminist séntiments at eueens ñavê
brought to light what most men have denied vehemently over
the centuries ...

However, even though this author includes an analysis of backlash, he warns feminists that:

The mass murders, inequalities and discrimination cannot be
solved by_ anger, frustation or verbal violence on the part of the
oppressed, in this case the women or the feminists.- Violence
solves no- problems, it breeds mo¡e violence be it physical or
verbal. ("Murder shows what men have denied"; CH,DéIZZ,A6)

These writings urged people not to deny the connection between society's view of

women and the killings. one author emphasized that she was distu¡bed to hear women in

prominent positions stating that the killings were an isolated act:

In accepting this theory, we abdicate our collective, democratic
right to seek ways to protect the lives of our daughters from
fanatic female-haters .,. If this pathetic killer had noãasy access
to a fi¡earm that is used by SWAT teams, he would have had a
tough time slaughæring so many young r,vomen with a kitchen
k¡ife. - Marc Lépine bought the gun, and society,s attitude
towards women defined the tffget and guided ihe buttets.
("Killings not isolated incident"; MG,Dec20,B2).
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This is the perspective on the causes of the massacre which many others wrote in to

protest. These protests made up a significant proportion of letters which may be labelled

as "Reactions to the Feminist Interpretation. "

Reactions to the feminist interpretation

There were l0letters which reacted to the connecting ofthe massacre to male violence.

These included backlash themes, which ranged from blaming feminism for causing the

massacre, to letters angry at the feminist interpretation of the massacre. This latter category

includes the argument that feminists are opportunist to use the massacre and the view that

feminists are hostile to men. All but one of these letters were written by men, and all see

Lépine as an individual aber¡ation.

Oneauthorblamed feminists forcreating the socialctimate which allowed the massacre

to occur. According to this author, men, since they "possess greater physical strength have

always acted to protect \{omen and child¡en. " The problem at the Poly, he writes, was that

no person (man or woman) had the courage to att¿ck the gunman. "What sort of men are

those who were prepared to abandon the women to thei¡ fate?" The author then shifts the

blame for cowardly men onto feminists:

The gunman is said to have cried out, 'You are all feminists.' It
is, in fact, those persons who (inappropriately) describe them-
selves as 'feminists' who are trying io change our society to one
in which male strength, vigor and responsibility for ihysical
protection of the female gives place to a wimpish equality of
feminine men and masculine women, who æe to blame. ("lVirere
were the heroes?"; MG,Dec14,B2)
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Several letters aìso denied the connection to violence against women made by

feminists. For example, one author wrote that he was "shocked and distressed" by the

shootings, a¡d that these women died and people we¡e wounded "for absolutely no reason

whatsoever."

However, I was also shocked and outraged when I hea¡d a
number of women, as well as the CBC, claiming that the mar's
actions \pere represent¿tive of men's attitudes tõwards women.
Itis totally ludicroal to suggest that this senseless slaughter had
anything at all to do with male-female inequality. However
horrible the incident is, it is nothing more than the action of a
lone indívidwl, who in this case happens to be a man. (',Ludi-
crous suggestion "; WFP,Dec 16, 1 9; emphasis added)

Simi.larly, another author wrote that he was disgusted by all of the ,'media hype,,

surrounding the killings:

These women were not martyrs to some great ominous cause,
The kille¡ was not some oppressed political extremist making a
statement. The hard and simple truth of it all is that Marc Lépine
went insane and randomly kílled 74 women to fulf¡ll whatèver
delusion he was having. Do not let a big media circus tum it into
something different. Hunùeds of peoþle are killed every week
on this planet of ours-. They die in similar incidents to this, they
die in political acts of war, they die in accidents. Butpeople only
seem to notice ir when it hits close to home. ("Appalled ai ,mediâ

hype' over killin gs" ; MG,Dec20,n2; emphasi J ãdded)

Some writers acknowledged thatmen are, indeed, violent, but did not want the massacre

connected to everyday violence. As one male writer stated:

We are told by women's rights activisß that this event is
symptomatic of the ma¡ner in which women are Eeated bv men.
Tommyrot! This act is the product of a deranged mind,Tnd in
no way is typical of the problem of violence against women.
Women are indeed the victims of violence, and yés, men are for
the most partperpeEators ofsuch acts, but itreqúires a great leap
in logic to tai ali men with the same brush... Ñ4arc Lépine was
not a sane man; his hatred of women was a result of a severe
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psychological problem and no amount of legislation or social-
ization would have changed that fact. 44 ("Stanã in solidarity with
them"; MG,Dec 17,83; emphasis added)

It was also common in this writing to reason that, since the massacre was a "randonr"

act, feminists had no claim to "use" it. By doing so, they were seen as "opportunistic', by

tliis male writer:

It is opportunistic and facile to apply labels, as some have done,
to the ..- killings. Of what use would ir be to us to tag the incident
'racist,' had the victims all been one ethnic group ... ? Would it
have been 'masculinist'if they had all been malé? We forget ín
ourrush to categorize thatwe are ø/i human beings;that the value
of a life is neither diminished or augmenred byãpplying a label
to the victim. ("It's too easy to atÞðh hbels,,;'MG,óecí7,83)

Simiìarly, another male writer wrote describing a vigil in which

(s)ome individuals selfishly gave this vigil a feminist overtone
by stressing that above ¿//, tñis was a viõlent att¿ck on women
,.. This is precisely the kind of thinking that promotes an envi-
tonment in ',vhich men and women are th¡eatened by each other
... I say 'selfishly' gave the vigil a feminist overtóne because
instead of reserving the occasiõn for expressing our sympathy
and coping with our shock, they took adüantage of tne Situitioi
to^promote^their cause. While I understand tht honor and rage
of many of the slogan-yetting women, I think the rally over-a
loudspeaker was inapg¡o,priat-e qrder the circu¡nstances. 1,'Vigit
became excuse for politics"; MG,De¿17,83)45

In making a connection between everyday male violence and the massacre, feminists

were perceived to be persecuting men. For example, one autho¡ wrote that to blame men

for the massacre is useless. Reacting to the statÊment "we æe challenging men to take

44 It is indeed interesting that this ¡eader has made the leap himself to sussestine that âll
men are violent, when the feminist analysis - which he himself stated - wãí that ítr" ras
sacre 'was typical of a violent man's behaviour; these are fwo different issues which he
himself has connected.

45 Notice the attitude he¡e that silence is the only proper way to grieve.



Ì'esponsibility... "aó which was "obviously from a 'feminist' " he writes,

I'm not against feminism, but in support of the equal rights for
women as we are both equal components of the human race.
Statements like the one quoted earlier won't help the problem,
but make men more defensive towards the feminist mõvement.
It seems as though women are waging war against men ... [It is]
unfai¡ to assume that all men a¡e as cold and heartless as Ma¡ð
Lépine... Men æe just as affected by this as women ... hopefully
people like Anna Dematakopoulos ... will realize, just ai thosê
who generaJize aboutwomen, thatshe shouldn't genðralize about
men. ("Some statements just make men dêfensive,'; CH,
Dec22,A6)

Similarly, another writer ståtes:

As a man, I am a little tired of being to blame fo¡ what society
is and has always been. Violence, ab=use, zurd degradation of thé
female has always been a part of society whethei in politics, the
church, or Hollywood.

According to this author, violence againstwomen is not increasing, but the med.ia attention

results in "little events berom(ing) major issues." Instead, he writes, society is to blame

since men are victims too. Women only love tough men, and "who's helping men to allow

thei¡ feminine side out?"

I car only relay my sincere hope that atl male-bashing will result
in positive steps for mankind and not lead to too muðh backlash
from the males hurt by it. ("Society, not just men, to blame fo¡
violence" ; CH,D ec22, A6)

This was an observation made by many authors: that all women were blaming all men

for the violence, Even among men who wrote that the¡e was violence against women (ard

in so doing, admitting that some men are violent), there was a refusal to see the point that

feminists were makingi not that all men a¡e violent to this degree but that Lépine's violence

was extreme on a continuum of men who are violent towa¡ds women.

46 This was the statemenr by A¡¡a Dematrakopoulos of the Northern Ontario Women's
Centre about the Thunder Bay vigil. -
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In summary, letters in my sample contained many interpretations, allowing room for

opinions on gun conÍol, violence against women, and other perceived social causes.

Approximately fifty percent of the letters did emphasize sexism or violence against women.

CONCLUSION

By examining these "non-news" writings, it has become clea¡ that a feminist inter-

pretation was hea¡d in this form of coverage more often than in the news stories. This seems

to support the theoretical considerations in chapter one, which suggested that there is little

roomforwomen's issues in standard news coveragedue to how newswork operates. Because

non-news sections ofthepaper do not have the same type oforganizational consÍaints, they

are more able to entertain altemate writings and ideas, as this chapter illusFated. chapter

six will explore fu¡ther the differences between ne',vs stories and non-news stories in thei¡

ability to accommodate issues of concem to .r,vomen, and what this means in terms of the

manufactu¡e of hegemony.
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CHAPTER SIX:
DISCUSSION

In Chapter One, I discussed how the structu¡e and operation of the media play a role

in the reproduction of hegemony. My two hypotheses outlined in Chapær Three stated that

the crime discourse would be dominant in the news coverage, and that non-news sto¡ies

would be more conducive to altemate forms of discou¡se. Both of these hypotheses were

supported by the data. In this chapter, I will locate the findings in a broader context. I
suggest that the difference between the two types of writings in how they deal with feminist

issues reflects the structu¡e ofeach, as well as a societal shift in the acceptance of feminist

ideals.

News Stories

The content of news coverage is the result of the reporting practices ofjoumalists. As

was outlined in Chapærs One and Two, news stories have a particular structl¡Ie; that is, not

only do they have a reportorial fofmat, but they individualize, sensationalize, rely on sources

and, in general, focus on the event and not the issue. Social analysis is not conducive to

stories which ne€d to b€ brief, "objective," and "factual."

Stories which focus on deviance/crime fit well with a reportorial format. Sources such

as the police are unlikely to draw social connections to a criminal's "deviant" behaviour, as

their job is to profile a criminal as m individual. This was certainly the case in the news

stories in this study. There was little analysis offe¡ed in the news pieces other than a

reproduction of the individualized explanations offered by the police. Furthe¡ elaboration

on this analysis was rarely offered. Thus, the joumalists' reliance on the police as sotuces



to fill in the meanings of the massacre recreated the police interpretation of the gunman

solely as a deviant individual.

Social problems are commonly described in individual terms and simplified in the

news coverage, The problems of femicide a¡d violence against women, as we have seen,

are no exception. As in a tlpical case of femicide, we saw that the origin of the gunman's

violent behaviour was not attribut€d to misogyny, but to individual sickness:

Insta¡ces of femicide ¿re constructed as unusual a¡d isolated
incidents, or if patterns are noticed and connections made
between a series of killings, then these are held to b€ the results
of the actions of isolated and øazed psychopaths rather than a
recurring expression of male sexual violence, Jane Caputi makes
a similar point: 'We a¡e now expected to understanã the con-
temporary terrorization of women, not in political terms, but as
the aber¡ant behaviour of mysterious sexual maniacs,
pretematual monsters, or in the most acceptable jargon, psy-
chopaths andsocíopaths.' (Radford,19928:352) -

The coverage of Lépine and his brief history also focussed on creating an image of

him as an individual aberration. ln his suicide note, Lépine makes itclea¡ thathe hadplanned

to kill several women he had perceived as feminists, and \ryho had "always emaged,, him.

He admits that his career was not important to him because he knew ',in advance', his "fate"

of killing "feminists" and then himself. This fact was never mentioned in theinitial coverage,

as the police (and, consequently, jou¡natists) theorized about how his life decisions had led

him to his "fate." As F¡ancine Pelletier (1990) cornmented: "If Lépine were insane, never

did a madman leave such a lucid message. " And, yet, the police and joumalists swept the

neighbourhood for any possible "clues" to his abenation; standard procedure for profes-

sionals in sea¡ch of the "facts."

This reproduction of the police defìnition of the gunman as a criminal,/deviant had two

consequences which were outlined in Chapær One. First, the suggestion that the cause of

the criminal act was social was not reproduced, thereby diffusing the tkeat it may have
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posed to hegemony. Second, by individualizing the causes, a call to order was legitilnated

and increased. In the case of the massacre, the call to order was gun control. Since those

in government focused thei¡ attentions on gun control, the cause of the massacre seemed

self-contained, a¡d easily resolved with legislation.

The lack of feminist analysis in news stories reflects both the shuctute and ideology

of our society in general and newswo¡k in particular. Most of those in authority in our

society (who act as sotuces for the media) are still predominantly men. As the content of

newswork depends heavily on the structure of the bu¡eaucracies to which reporters tu¡n, it

is not likely that feminist content will penneâte news coverage until feminism peffneates

bu¡eauc¡acies such as govemment and social confol agencies. Currently, it would appear

that most of the feminist coverage in news stories comes from feminist organizations which

operate in a hierarchical pattern with an appointed spokesperson; these issues would not be

given the same attention if there was not a "bu¡eaucratic expert" articulating them.aT

Within news gathering, there are strictguidelines andpolicies concerning ,,objectivity,,

which apply to the joumalists as well as the editors. Topics and sources should be perceived

as "objective." Owing to time constraints, it is likely that Eaditional (those used in the past)

sources will be consulted and that new sources will rarely be sought out. Because these

stories rely more on eaditional fo¡m a¡d sou¡ces and pass through more hands, it is likely

that the story will more closely reproduce the existing (dominant) hegemony. The more

people in power consulæd regarding an issue, the closer that concept will come to reflecting

the hegemonic discou¡se. Even if a journalist working to a deadline has a desire to write a

47 For instå¡ce, Tuchma¡r (1978) illustrated how it was difficult for iournalists to set
sou¡ces from women's organizations when they do not operate withä hierarchicaliormat
where one woman may speak for the group.
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story with a "feminist" angle - and thus sEays from the "normaì" channels of sources to find

feminist sources - the journalist still has to pass the work by his or her edito¡. Thus, it is

usually the case that a feminist joumalist still has to deal mostly with people who reproduce

the dominant hegemony, such as sources, editors and fellow journalists.

Although the crime discourse was dominant in the news stories, however, it is not a

foregone conclusion that feminism is a) not something most people would consider and b)

not something that ever appears in a newspaper. Indeed, the fact that, in my study, more

than half of the featües, half of the columns and letters, and approximatery 30vo of the

editorials contained a feminist interpretation of the massacre as the main theme leads to

some interesting conside¡ations regarding hegemony, feminism, and feminist coverage.

Non.news coverage

As outlined i¡r chapær one, hegemony is a process which is in constant flux. since

the media play a role in reproducing hegemony (and the news stories in my sample seem

to have played this role), it is curious as to why writing with a non-news focus would contain

so much feminist content. I suggest that this finding could be interpreted to mean that

feminism is beginning to intrude upon the dominant discou¡se, According to Alan Hunt

(1990:313), ideas which fo¡m a counte¡-hegemony are not constructed outside of the pre-

vailing dominant hegemony. counter-hegemony - in this case, feminism - needs to start

"from that which exiss" within the dominant hegemony, where people can begin to analyse

critically something which they may have always taken for granted, or to extend existing

concepts to new cases. In this way, a discourse which is counter-hegemonic may sta¡t from

within a hegemonic discourse, a¡d build from there; what is new will be valorized anil will

gradually replace the old within the discourse (314),
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According to Hunt (1990), in order for a group discou¡se to become hegemonic, more

and mo¡e people must accept the reasons given by a group for thei¡ existence, so that it

becomes natural for others to accept thei-r way of thinking. The fact that many writers

employed feminist ideologies in thei¡ work shows that feminism may indeed be having an

effect on the world; that some aspects of feminism may have penetrated the dominant

hegemony.

There are specific examples of how some aspects of feminism have shifted from (to

use Hunt's (1990) terms) a "local" hegemony, where they were seen to be the concem of

women only, (and a small group at that) to something which is now accepted as ,'common

sense," and which would now reflect a more "universal" hegemony. For instance, liberal

notions of feminism (that women are equal, that women should be paid the same as men

for the same job) have become commonplace in the public discourse. This is the result of

liberal feminists workingclosely with the ståte, andpushing forreform. while some theorists

may criticize liberal feminists for "co-opting" 'pure' feminism, and watering down the

potential for real change through their alliance with the stâte (Franzway et a1.,1989), one

may also view this alliance as a shift in the dominant hegemony. Liberal feminists buitt

upon the dominant discourse - on notions such as individuality, equality, and democracy -

and applied it to women, In this way, liberal feminism, which employed concepts from the

raditional discourse, had the capacity to üanscend (or at least broaden) that discourse;

equality and democracy (among other things) are no longer solely the domain of men.

Given the findings of this study, I suggest that there is a simila¡ shift now happening

with otherissues ofconcem to feminists. Specifically, therecognition ofpatterns ofviolence

against women has been embraced - at least amongst certain segments of the population -

as "common sense." The violence that women encounter at the hands of men has been
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Eânsformed from a "private fouble" (affecting only a few, individual women) to a "public

issue" (requiring state intervention and meriting media anention). Much of the non-news

wfiting about violence against women was along the lines of recognizing it as a se¡ious

social problem which must cease, if only for the "practical" reason that half of the world,s

population is afraid to walk alone at night.

The sÍucture ofnon-news writing, in contrast to news story foffnat, allows individuat

w¡iters to express views which incorporate the old with the new. Non-news pieces are not

set up as factual news accounts about events o¡ what sou¡ces said at, or about, an event.

Because objectivity is not a goal, writers may be more able to raise issues of concem to

them. In addition, unlike news coverage, non-news coverage is generally written by one

individual with editorial assistance, but not with additional i¡put. Non-news pieces are

therefore allowed more flexibility in their content since they are considered the opinion of

the author; they do not necessarily reflect the philosophy of sources or of the paper (and

there is usually a disclaimer to this effect). Hence, editors do not have to worry about

offending the reading audience and the advertisers with a political column - as they ',vould

with a politically slanted news story containing sources.

There is also more physical space allotted to pieces in the non-news sections of the

paper. As space is not at a premium here as it is with news pieces, there is more opportunity

for a w¡iter to explore various aspects of a chosen issue. since so many writers chose to

focus on a feminist interpretation, this may suggest that feminism, as a discourse, may be

in a process of intruding into the dominant hegemony. If this is the case then feminists have

good cause to be optimistic about thei¡ efforts to bring about substantive change.
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Conclusion

Although it was the case in my sample that news stories were dominated by a crime

discourse, this may indeed change. As a feminist discourse on violence against women

becomes more coÍrmonplace, the crime discourse - with its individualizing tendencies -

becomes less tenable, certainly there will be more potential for feminists to use the media

oncefeminists move beyond, usingHunt's (1990) terminology "local" (orgroup) hegemony,

and to "unive¡sai" hegemony; when the goals are accepted as good for all, then they will

receive more coverage. The problem is that they âre not curently perceived as good for

all, but only for women; even if liberal feminism is recognized in the dominart hegemony,

it may only amount to a concession to women, and these concems may still not be covered.

The non-news writing may be indicative of a growing impact of feminism on the

dominant hegemony, which may be more readily reflected in this type of writing. This type

of writing is not, however, a stable part of the newspaper; especially in newspapers which

are run by ulEa-conservative multi-national corporations. The ability forfeminist columnists

a¡d writers to hold theirjobs may be in question. Thus, although I believe that the great

proportion of feminist writing is a sign of a shift in the dominant hegemony, tho potential

for w¡iters to continue this work may be cu¡tailed if their positions are unstable.

For this reason, news sections of the paper have more stability. A feminist interpre-

tation would carry a significant amount of clout a¡d longevity if reflected in news stories

using bureaucratic sources. Moreover, it is not unde¡stood how people conceptualize the

difference between news stories and non-news writings. If feminist interpretations only

appear in non-news coverage, there is the potential that: they will not be taken as seriously

as an interpretation made in a news story; they will not be seen as factual; they may be
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overlooked by people who only read the news; or they may be viewed as alternate based

solely on thei¡ location in the paper. The questions that the non-news coverage raises will

be dealt with in Chapter Seven.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
CONCLUSION

In this study, my aim has been to determine whether or not a feminist analysis was

included in the initial news coverage of the Montréal massacre. I discovered that the news

stories were dominated by a crime discourse, which individualized the gunma¡ a¡d did not

d¡aw social connections to his behaviour. This illusnates the standard operating procedure

of newswork, which relies heavily on bu¡eaucratic soruces, simplification and individual-

ization. The tendency of the press to offer superficial coverage of crimes of violence against

women was also evident in this resea¡ch. In conEast, however, the non-news stories proved

to be a foruin for interpretations which were not commonly found in the news stories.

Specifically, a feminist interpretation of the causes of the massacre was much more

prominent in this type of news covetage.

Did the presence of a-n alternate feminist discou¡se in the media coverage of the

massacre signal a challenge to hegemony - or - did it signify the co-optation of the feminist

interpretation by the dominant discourse? In Chapter Six, I suggested that - rather than

co-optation - the findings of this study could be interpreted as evidence of a b¡oader societal

shift in the acceptance of feminist ideals. ln particular, a feminist interpretation of violence

against women - one which locates the causes of the violence in broader structural sources

- is becoming more and more a part of the public discourse. This would suggest that - as a

counter-hegemonic discou¡se - feminism may well be achieving some measure of success

in displacing the more individua-lized crime discou¡se as a way of making sense ofviolence

againstwomen. In this concluding chapter, therefore,I suggest some possibilities forfufher

research to address this issue.
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Suggestions for future research

This thesis raises the question: what role does the non-news writing play in shaping

people's interpretations of events? Does it challenge the news voice? Addtoit? Reaffirm

it? Itwas illuseated thatthe news stories reproduced societal hegemony by their explanations

of the origi¡s of the Montréal massacre, through standard operaling procedure. Regardless

of the process by which the editorials appeared, what effect does this have on the messages

which are created in the news stories/8 In order to investigate this, people could be

interviewed as to how they view the content in newspapers. studying the messages which

people receive is only one part of understanding the equation; it does not necessarily follow

that people blindly accept whatever explanations are offered to them in the media. How do

people view news stories? Editorial writings? Do they believe that news stories contain

the facts? The truth? A¡e editorial writings easily dismissed because they are opinion? or

do they provide an opinion with which the reader can agree or disagree, thereby confirming

his or he¡ own beliefs?

It was my assumption in doing this thesis that news stories we¡e more influential in

shaping opinion than non-news writings. But this is not necessarily the case. It is still my

contention, however, that news itself needs to contain more feminist analysis and/or issues

of concem to women. The very fact that news sets itself up as "factual" can lead people to

dismiss interpreøtions in writings that they see elsewhere in the paper. The importance of

achieving "mainsEeam" newsworthy recognition leads me to three more questions for future

48 This itself would be insighful, to ask joumalists: what was considered a story? what
ideas were censored or not considered importa¡t? Did all iournalists necessarilv aeree on
the paper's policy of.what ne\rys was fit to print? An accoúnt of how journalists"¿e-cide on
what information to include in a story, such as Fishman's account (1980), can be fascinat-
ing and highly illustative.
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research: Fi¡st of all, an examination of ALL of the initial news coverage needs to be

undertaken, notonly the stories which attempt to make sense ofthe massacre. Inmysample,

the initial news stories created the effect of the gunman as insane, arid I did illusEate that

the language used to define him was very individualized. It would be beneficial to explore

the angles of these pieces: which angles were dominant? How did the initial reporting

(before the identity of the gunmar was known) make sense of the massac¡e?

Second, was the coverage the same in othe¡ communities? Including newspapers from

across Canada, as well as smaller dailies and "rags," would provide a much richer sample

regarding sensationalism and analysis of the massacre. Looki,ng at how these papers

compiled wire stories would be worthy of study as well, as this would indicate what material

they considered worthy of inclusion. In addition, from reading lette¡s written in the French

press following the massacre, it became clear that culn¡ral differences affected how the

massacre was explained zurd defined. For inst¿nce, some F¡ench coverage still employed

the masculine etudiants, tather than the feminine etudiantes,long after it was common

knowledge that all of the dead were women (and not all were students).ae Furthermore,

many writers in the English press in Montréal refe¡red to Quebec society, not Canadian

society; I imagine this tendency would be more pronounced in F¡ench coverage, Further

resea¡ch in this æea must include the French coverage, as it would provide an opportunity

for cultural aÌalysis.

Third, to what extent did a crime discourse ¡emain dominant in follow-up years of

coverage? It would seem to make sense that only an interpretation of the massacre as

49 One woman, Maryse laganière, worked in the budget department. In addition, one of
the 13 students, Barbara Ma¡ie Klueznik, was a nursing studènt, not an engineering snr-
dent.
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symbolic of a greater social ill would emerge on the anniversary of the women,s deaths,

However, it was not necessarily the case that the "social ill" refe¡red to was violence against

women. Whatkinds of issues were still heard? Cun control remained a key issue ofconcem,

as gun conÍol laws were passed two years after the massacre.so At the same time, Natalie

Provost, a survivor, was angry at being called a feminist, and the Calgary Herald asked ,'Is

feminism dead?" In some ways, the perception of the massac¡e as ar act of violence against

women has come to be mo¡e widely accepted, but by 1992, there was hardly a mention of

it (or the Royal Commission on Violence Against Women) in the media. The newsworthy

snippet in December 1992 cune from women's groups staging an event by challenging

Prime Minister Muboney to give back his White Ribbon due to slashed funding to women's

shelters.

The White Ribbon Campaign took off in 1991, and was created by men to encourage

an end to male violence. Their main mandate, as outlined in the lette¡s which they circulated

in 1992, seemed to be to raise money in order to distribute white ribbons to men in order to

show that they opposed violence against women. Their goal was to get as many men as

possible to wear the ribbons. Feminists were cynical and wor¡ied about this campaign,

because of its potential to deuact funding where it was desperately needed, and to offer a

way for men to look "politically correct" without changing their own behaviour (Lands-

berg,1,992). Even though Michael Kaufman, the group's founder, seemed sincere in his

concem, the WRC seems to have set the agenda for the discussion in the media, taking

50 These observations are based on data which I obtained from the five papers ftom the
yeæs 1,990-L992.
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attention and resources away from women's organizations.

By investigating these questions, our understa¡ding of the role of the media in

reproducing axd creating domina¡t discourses would be improved.
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APPENDIX

Marc Lépine's suicide note

Although I have diff,rculties including this text in this thesis when so much has al¡eady been

learned of Marc Lépine and his so-called motives, this note is significant. He lays out his

hatred for women and his plan that he had for several years to kill women that he perceived

to be feminist. There was also a hit list of i9 prominent Canadia¡r women listed after the

note. The police reporting about this note did not emphasize the extent to which Lépine's

letter reflected premeditated murder. This version was prinæd in The Montréal Massacre,

edited by Malette and Chalouh.

Forgive the misrakes, I had 15 minutes to write this.
See also Annex.
Would you note that if I commit suicide today 89-LZ-06 it is not for

economic reasons (for I have waited until I exhausted all my financial means,
even refusing jobs) but for politica.l reasons. Because I harie decided to send
th-s fgminists, who have alwaysruined my life, to thei¡ Maker. For seven years
life- has_brought me no joy and being totally blasé, I have decided to put an
end to those viragos.

I tried in my youth to enter the Forces as a student-officer, which would
have allowed me to get into the a¡senal and precede Lortie in a raid. They
refused me because antisocial (síc). I therefore had to wait until this day tô
execute my plans. In between, I continued my studies in a haphazard way for
they never really interested me, knowing in advance my fate. lVhich dið not
prevent me_from getting very good marks despiæ my iheory of not handing
in wo¡k and the lack of studying before exams.

Even if the Mad Killer epither will be attribured to me by the media, I
consider myself a rational erudite that only the arrival of the Grim Reaper has
forced to take exÍeme acts. For why perieve¡e to exist if it is only to please
the govemment ìeing rather backward-tooking by natue (excépt fôr sci-
ence), the feminists have always enraged me. Theywantto keep theâãvantages
of women (e.g. cheaper insuiance, õxtended mátemity leavè preceded b-y a
preventive leave etc.) while seizing for themselves those of men.

Thus it is an obvious truth that if the Olympic Games removed the
!4en-Women distinction, there would be Women only in the graceful events.
So the feminists are not fighting to remove that barrier. They are so oppor-
tunistic they neglect to profit from the knowledge accumi¡laæd by- men
througÞout the ages. They always try to misrepresent them every time they
can. Thus, the other day, I heæd they were hoñoring the Canadiân men anâ
women who foughtat the frontline during the world wars. How can you explain
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then that women were not authorized to go to the frontiine??? Will we hea¡
of Caesar's female legions and female galley slaves who ofcourse took up 50
per cent of the ranks of history, though they never exisæd. A ¡eal Casus Belli.

Sorry for this too brief letter.
Marc Lépine

The letter is followed by the l9-name list, with a note at the bottom:

Nearly died today. The lack of time (because I started too late) has
a.llowed these radical feminis¡s to su¡vive.

Alea Jacta Est
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